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Forward-Looking Statements
Certain statements in this Report on Form 10-K which are not historical facts may be considered forward-looking
statements within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended, and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, including statements regarding the partnership’s expectations, hopes,
intentions, beliefs and strategies regarding the future. Forward-looking statements, which are based on various
assumptions (some of which are beyond our control), may be identified by reference to a future period or periods or
by use of forward-looking terminology, such as “may,” “will,” “believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “continue,”
“possible” or similar terms or variations on those terms or the negative of those terms. Forward-looking statements
include statements regarding trends in the California real estate market, future interest rates and economic conditions
and their effect on the partnership and its assets, estimates as to the allowance for loan losses, estimates of future
withdrawals of units, future funding of loans by the partnership, and beliefs relating to how the partnership will be
affected by current economic conditions and trends in the financial and credit markets. Actual results may be
materially different from what is projected by such forward-looking statements. Factors that might cause such a
difference include, but are not limited to, the following:


changes in economic conditions, interest rates, and/or changes in California real estate markets;



the impact of competition and competitive pricing for mortgage loans;



our ability to grow our mortgage lending business;



the general partners’ ability to make and arrange for loans that fit our investment criteria;



the volume and timing of loan sales to third parties or if we are able to sell loans at all;



the concentration of credit risks to which we are exposed;



increases in payment delinquencies and defaults on our mortgage loans; and,



changes in government regulation and legislative actions affecting our business.

All forward-looking statements and reasons why results may differ included in this Form 10-K are made as of the
date hereof, and we assume no obligation to update any such forward-looking statement or reason why actual results
may differ.
Part I
Item 1 – Business
Redwood Mortgage Investors VIII, a California Limited Partnership (we, RMI VIII or the partnership), was formed
in 1993 to engage in business as a mortgage lender and investor by making and holding-for-investment mortgage
loans secured by California real estate, primarily by first and second deeds of trust.
The rights, duties, and powers of the limited partners and general partners of the partnership are governed by the
Limited Partnership Agreement (Partnership Agreement). Limited partners should refer to the Partnership
Agreement for complete disclosure of its provisions.
The following is a summary of certain provisions of the Partnership Agreement and is qualified in its entirety by the
terms of the agreement itself.
The ongoing sources of funds for loans are the proceeds (net of withdrawals from partner capital accounts, subject to
limitations) from


loan payoffs;



borrowers’ monthly principal and interest payments;



earnings retained (i.e. not distributed) in partners’ capital accounts;
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REO sales;



loan sales;



payments from RMC on the outstanding balance of the formation loan; and,



a line of credit, if obtained.

We are externally managed by Redwood Mortgage Corp., a general partner (RMC or the manager). The general
partners are RMC and Michael R. Burwell (Burwell), an individual. The manager is solely responsible for managing
the business and affairs of the partnership, subject to the voting rights of the partners on specified matters. The
manager acting alone has the power and authority to act for and bind the partnership. RMC provides the personnel
and services necessary to conduct our business as we have no employees of our own. The general partner is required
to contribute to capital one tenth of one percent (0.1%) of the aggregate capital accounts of the members.
The mortgage loans we fund and/or invest in are arranged and generally are serviced by RMC.
Limited partners representing a majority of the outstanding units may, without the consent of the general partners,
vote to:


dissolve the partnership;



amend the partnership agreement subject to certain limitations;



approve or disapprove the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the partnership; and



remove or replace one or all of the general partners.

A majority in interest of partnership units is required to elect a new general partner to continue the partnership
business after a general partner ceases to be a general partner due to its withdrawal.
Income or loss is allocated among the limited partners according to their respective capital accounts after one
percent (1%) of income or loss is allocated to the general partners. Beginning in 2010, and continuing until January
1, 2020, RMC assigned its right to two-thirds of one percent (0.66%) of income or loss to Burwell in exchange for
Burwell assuming one hundred percent (100%) of the general partners’ equity deficit. The monthly results are
subject to subsequent adjustment as a result of quarterly and year-end accounting and reporting. Investors should not
expect the partnership to provide tax benefits of the type commonly associated with limited liability partnership tax
shelter investments. Federal and state income taxes are the obligation of the partners, other than the annual
California franchise tax and any California LLC cash receipts taxes paid by the partnership’s subsidiaries.
Distributions to limited partners
At the time of their subscription to the partnership, limited partners elected either to receive monthly, quarterly or
annual cash distributions from the partnership, or to compound income in their capital account. If an investor
initially elected to receive monthly, quarterly or annual distributions, such election, once made, is irrevocable. If the
investor initially elected to compound income in their capital account, in lieu of cash distributions, the investor may,
after three (3) years, change the election and receive monthly, quarterly or annual cash distributions. Income
allocable to limited partners who elect to compound income in their capital account will be retained by the
partnership for making further loans or for other proper partnership purposes and such amounts will be added to
such limited partners’ capital accounts. The percentage of limited partners electing distribution of allocated net
income, by weighted average to total partners’ capital was 61% and 59% at December 31, 2018 and 2017,
respectively.
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Liquidity, capital withdrawals and early withdrawals
There are substantial restrictions on transferability of units, and there is no established public trading and/or
secondary market for the units. To provide liquidity to limited partners, the partnership agreement provides that
limited partners, after the minimum five-year period, may withdraw all or a portion of their capital accounts in 20
quarterly installments or longer, as determined by the general partners in light of partnership cash flow, beginning
the last day of the calendar quarter following the quarter in which the notice of withdrawal is given. A limited
partner may liquidate all or a part of the limited partner’s capital account in four quarterly installments beginning on
the last day of the calendar quarter following the quarter in which the notice of withdrawal is given, subject to a
10% early withdrawal penalty applicable to any sums withdrawn prior to the time when such sums could have been
withdrawn without penalty. There is a limited right of accelerated liquidation for an investor’s heirs upon an
investor’s death.
The partnership has not established a cash reserve from which to fund withdrawals and, accordingly, the
partnership’s capacity to return a limited partner’s capital is subject to the availability of partnership cash. The
General Partner is under no obligation to sell loans from the portfolio in order to honor withdrawals requests, and
the program can be restricted or suspended at any time. Cash flow is considered to be available only after all current
partnership expenses have been paid (including compensation to the general partners and affiliates) and adequate
provision has been made for the payment of all periodic cash distributions on a pro rata basis which must be paid to
limited partners who elected to receive such distributions upon subscription for units. Per the Limited Partnership
Agreement, no more than 20% of the total limited partners’ capital account balances at the beginning of any year
may be liquidated during any calendar year. Notwithstanding this 20%, the general partners shall have the discretion
to further limit the percentage of total limited partners’ capital accounts that may be withdrawn in order to comply
with the safe harbor provisions of the regulations under Section 7704 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended, to avoid the partnership being taxed as a corporation. If notices of withdrawal in excess of these
limitations are received by the general partners, the priority of distributions among limited partners shall be
determined as follows: first to those limited partners withdrawing capital accounts according to the 20 quarter or
longer installment liquidation period, then to Benefit Plan Investors withdrawing capital accounts after five years
over four quarterly installments, then to executors, heirs, and other administrators withdrawing capital accounts
upon the death of a limited partner and finally to all other limited partners withdrawing capital accounts. Except as
provided above, withdrawal requests will be considered by the general partners in the order received.
Investment objectives and lending guidelines
The partnership’s primary investment objectives are to:


yield a high rate of return from mortgage lending, after the payment of certain fees and expenses to the
general partners and their affiliates; and,



preserve and protect the partnership’s capital.

The partnership generally funds loans:


having monthly payments of interest only or of principal and interest at fixed rates, calculated on a 30year amortization basis; and,



having maturities of 5 years or less.

The partnership’s loans generally have shorter maturities than typical mortgages. In the event that a loan is
performing, and collection is deemed probable at maturity, the partnership may elect to extend the loans maturity. In
the event a loan is not performing and the borrower is unable to repay in full the principal owing on the loan by the
maturity date, the partnership may elect to modify the loan payment terms and designate the loan as impaired or it
may foreclose on the loan.
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Generally, interest rates on the partnership’s mortgage loans have not been affected by market movements in interest
rates. If, as expected, the partnership continues to make and invest in fixed rate loans primarily, and interest rates
were to rise, a possible result would be lower prepayments of the partnership’s loans. This increase in the duration of
the time loans are on the books may reduce overall liquidity, which itself may reduce the partnership’s investment
into new loans at higher interest rates. Conversely, if interest rates were to decline, the partnership could see a
significant increase in borrower prepayments. If the partnership then invests in new loans at lower rates of interest, a
lower yield to partners may possibly result.
The cash flow and the income generated by the real property securing the loan factor into the credit decisions, as
does the general creditworthiness, experience and reputation of the borrower. However, for loans secured by real
property, other than owner-occupied personal residences, such considerations are subordinate to a determination that
the value of the real property is sufficient, in and of itself, as a source of repayment. The amount of the loan
combined with the outstanding debt and claims secured by a senior deed of trust on the real property generally will
not exceed a specified percentage of the appraised value of the property (the loan-to-value ratio, or LTV) as
determined by an independent written appraisal at the time the loan is made. The LTV generally will not exceed 80%
for residential properties (including multi-family), 75% for commercial properties, and 50% for land. The excess of the
value of the collateral securing the loan over the partnership’s debt and any senior debt owing on the property is the
“protective equity.”
The partnership believes its LTV policy provides more potential protective equity than competing lenders who fund
loans with a higher LTV. However, the partnership may be viewed as an “asset” lender based on its emphasis on
LTV in its underwriting process. Being an “asset” lender may increase the likelihood of payment defaults by
borrowers. Accordingly, the partnership may have a higher level of payment delinquency and loans designated as
impaired for financial reporting purposes than that of lenders, such as banks and other financial institutions subject
to federal and state banking regulations, which are typically viewed as “credit” lenders.
See Note 4 (Loans) to the financial statements included in Part II, Item 8 of this report for a detailed presentation on
our secured loan portfolio and on the allowance for loan losses, which presentation is incorporated by this reference
into this Item 1.
Competition
The San Francisco Bay Area, including the South Bay/Silicon Valley, and the Los Angeles metropolitan area are our
most significant locations of lending activity and the economic vitality of these regions – as well as the stability of
the national economy and the financial markets – is of primary importance in determining the availability of new
lending opportunities and the performance of previously made loans.
The mortgage lending business is highly competitive, and we compete with numerous established entities, some of
which have more financial resources and experience in the mortgage lending business than RMC. We will encounter
significant competition from banks, insurance companies, savings and loan associations, mortgage bankers, real
estate investment trusts and other lenders with objectives similar in whole or in part to ours.
Regulations
We are engaged in business as a mortgage lender and investor by making and holding-for-investment loans secured
by California real estate, primarily through first and second deeds of trust. We and RMC, which arranges and
generally services our loans, are heavily regulated by laws governing lending practices at the federal, state and local
levels. In addition, proposals for further regulation of the financial services industry continually are being
introduced. The laws and regulations to which we and RMC are subject include rules and restrictions pertaining to:


the conduct of a mortgage lending business by a licensed California real estate broker under state and
federal law;



real estate settlement procedures;



fair lending;
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truth in lending;



federal and state loan disclosure requirements;



the establishment of maximum interest rates, finance charges and other charges;



loan-servicing procedures;



secured transactions and foreclosure proceedings;



privacy regulations providing for the use and safeguarding of non-public personal financial information
of borrowers; and



with respect to the partnership, required filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”)
pursuant to federal securities laws, including periodic reports such as Form 10-K and Form 10-Q, and
required filings with the states’ securities agencies.

Key federal and state laws, regulations, and rules relating to the conduct of our business include the following:


California Real Estate Law.
The California Real Estate Law, codified in California Business and Professions Code Sections 10000 et
seq., together with the Real Estate Commissioner’s rules thereunder, govern the licensing,
administration and activities of licensed real estate brokers (including mortgage loans brokers) in the
State of California, including rules relating to, among other things, licensing, borrower and investor
disclosures, compensation and fees, disciplinary action, and transactions involving trust deeds and real
property sale contracts generally. We are not a licensed real estate broker but our manager, RMC, is so
licensed and will be subject to those laws and regulations.
RMC’s loan files and other books and records are subject to examination by the California Department
of Real Estate. Such examinations, as well as new regulations that may be issued in the future, could
ultimately increase RMC’s and our administrative burdens and costs.



Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act.
This federal law passed in 2010 imposes significant regulatory restrictions on the origination of
residential mortgage loans, under sections concerning “Mortgage Reform and Anti-Predatory Lending.”
For example, when a consumer loan is made, the lender is required to make a reasonable and good faith
determination, based on verified and documented information concerning the consumer’s financial
situation, as to whether the consumer has a reasonable ability to repay a residential mortgage loan before
extending the loan. The act calls for regulations prohibiting a creditor from extending credit to a
consumer secured by a high-cost mortgage without first receiving certification from an independent
counselor approved by a government agency. The act also adds new provisions prohibiting balloon
payments for defined high-cost mortgages. The act established the Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau (CFPB), giving it regulatory authority over most federal consumer-lending laws, including those
relating to residential mortgage lending, and oversight over companies that provide consumer financial
products or services, including us. Many of the federal regulations governing mortgage lending have
been significantly amended and expanded through the passage of the Dodd Frank Act.
The act also enhanced regulatory requirements on banking entities and other organizations considered
significant to U.S. financial markets and provides for reform of the asset-backed securitization market.
We do not expect these particular regulatory changes will have a material direct effect on our business
or operations.
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Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act (“RESPA”).
RESPA is a federal law passed in 1974 with the purpose of establishing settlement procedures for
consumer real estate purchase and refinance transactions on residential (1-4 unit) properties. It
establishes rules relating to affiliated business relationships, escrow accounts for property taxes and
hazard insurance and loan servicing, among other things. It prohibits unearned referral fees from being
charged in a covered transaction. RESPA also governs the format of the Loan Estimate and the Closing
Disclosure forms provided to consumers in real estate transactions.



Truth in Lending Act (“TILA”).
TILA is a federal law passed in 1968 for the purpose of regulating consumer financing. For real estate
lenders, TILA requires, among other things, advance disclosure of certain loan terms, calculation of the
costs of the loan as demonstrated through an annual percentage rate, and the right of a consumer in a
refinance transaction on their primary residence to rescind their loan within three days following signing
of the loan document.



Home Ownership and Equity Protection Act (“HOEPA”) and California Covered Loan Law.
HOEPA is a federal law passed in 1994 to provide additional disclosures for certain closed-end home
mortgages. These “high-cost” closed-end home mortgages are loans with interest rates and fees in
excess of certain percentage or amount thresholds. These regulations primarily focus on additional
disclosure with respect to the terms of the loan to the borrower, the timing of such disclosures, and the
prohibition of certain loan terms, including balloon payments and negative amortization. Failure to
comply with the regulations will render the loan rescindable for up to three years. Lenders can be held
liable for attorneys’ fees, finance charges and fees paid by the borrower and certain other money
damages. Similarly, in California, Financial Code Section 4970, et. seq., became effective in 2002. It
provides for state regulation of “high-cost” consumer residential mortgage loans (also called “covered
loans”) secured by liens on real property. Section 4970 defines covered loans as consumer loans on
primary residences in which the original principal balance of the loan does not exceed the most current
conforming loan limit for a single-family first mortgage loan established by the Federal National
Mortgage Association, with interest rates and/or fees exceeding one of the statutorily defined percentage
or amount thresholds. The law prohibits certain lending practices with respect to high-cost loans,
including the making of a loan without regard to the borrower’s income or obligations. When making
such loans, lenders must provide borrowers with a consumer disclosure and provide for an additional
rescission period prior to closing the loan.



Mortgage Disclosure Improvement Act.
This federal law enacted in 2008, regulates the timing and delivery of loan disclosures for all mortgage
loan transactions governed under the Real Estate Settlement Procedures Act.



Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (“HMDA”).
This federal law enacted in 1975 provides for public access to information on a lender’s loan activity. It
requires lenders to report to their federal regulator certain information about mortgage loan applications
it receives, such as the race and gender of its customers, the disposition of the mortgage application,
income of the borrowers and interest rate (i.e. APR) information. Amendments to HMDA became
effective on January 1, 2018. Under the amended regulation lenders are required to report approximately
40 additional data points on their loan applications, including borrower age and credit data, lender fees,
debt-to-income ratios and loan-to-value ratios.



Red Flags Rule.
This federal rule was issued in 2007 under Section 114 of the Fair and Accurate Credit Transactions Act
of 2003 and amended by the Red Flag Program Clarification Act of 2010. It requires lenders and
creditors to implement an identity theft prevention program to identify and respond to account activity
in which the misuse of a consumer’s personal identification may be suspected.
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Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (aka Financial Services Modernization Act of 1999).
This federal act passed in 1999 requires all businesses that have access to consumers’ personal
identification information to implement a plan providing for security measures to protect that
information. As part of this program, we provide applicants and borrowers with a copy of our privacy
policy.



The California Homeowner Bill of Rights (“HOBR”).
This series of state laws, which initially became effective January 1, 2013, and was reinstated by Senate
Bill No. 818 on September 14, 2018, is intended to ensure fair lending and borrowing practices for
California homeowners by guaranteeing basic fairness and transparency during the foreclosure process.
Key provisions include restrictions on dual-track foreclosures, a guaranteed single point of contact, civil
penalties for lenders filing unverified documents, and protections for tenants of foreclosed properties.
HOBR also provides borrowers with the authority to seek redress of material violations of its rules, such
as by an injunction (prior to foreclosure sale) or recovery of damages (after foreclosure sale).

In addition, key federal and state laws, regulations, and rules are applicable as a result of the offering of our units.


Federal Securities Laws: The Securities Act of 1933 and The Exchange Act of 1934
Because our offerings of limited partnership interests were registered under the Securities Act of 1933,
as amended, and we have registered the limited partnership interests pursuant to Section 12(g) of the
Exchange Act, we are subject to the requirements of a public reporting company. Public reporting
companies are required to file annual, quarterly and other periodic reports with the SEC and comply
with applicable provisions of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (“Sarbanes-Oxley”) and the related rules
and regulations promulgated by the SEC. However, as discussed in Item 9.A. of this report, the
partnership is externally managed by RMC and many of the requirements of Sarbanes-Oxley are not
directly applicable to us since we do not have a board of directors, including an independent board
member. The registration of our limited partnership interests pursuant to Section 12(g) of the Exchange
Act, along with the satisfaction of certain other requirements under the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974 (“ERISA”), enables the units to qualify as “publicly-offered securities” for
purposes of ERISA and regulations issued thereunder.



Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002
RMC, as our manager, is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over
financial reporting with respect to us as required by Section 404 of Sarbanes-Oxley and rules and
regulations of the SEC thereunder. RMC is required to review and evaluate on an annual basis our
internal control over financial reporting, and on a quarterly basis, to evaluate changes in our internal
control over financial reporting. See Section 9.A.



Financial Industry Regulatory Authority Regulatory Notice 15-02
In 2015 the SEC approved amendments to rules of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
(“FINRA”) applicable to securities of direct participation programs, such as our units and to non-listed
real estate investment trusts. The amendments, which became effective on April 11, 2016, provide,
among other things, that (i) FINRA members distributing our units must include in customer account
statements our per unit estimated value that must be developed using a methodology reasonably
designed to ensure our per unit estimated value’s reliability; and (ii) our per unit estimated value
disclosed from and after 150 days following the second anniversary of the admission of investors in our
public offering must be based on an appraised valuation methodology developed by, or with the material
assistance of, a third-party expert and updated on at least an annual basis. The rule changes also provide
that the account statements must include additional disclosure regarding the sources of our distributions
to unit holders.
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State Blue Sky Laws
We are subject to the state securities laws (“blue sky laws”) of the states in which we sold limited
partnership interests. Under these blue sky laws, we were required to register or obtain an exemption
from registration for our limited partnership interests in each state we intended to sell our limited
partnership interests before we could begin to sell in a state. Also, many states have adopted or apply
the Mortgage Program Guidelines adopted by the North American Securities Administrators
Association (“NASAA”). Some states required us to include certain offering terms in order to comply
with certain provisions of the NASAA Mortgage Program Guidelines in effect at the time that we might
not have included if we were not subject to the state blue sky laws.

Term of the partnership
The partnership will continue until 2032, unless sooner terminated as provided in the partnership agreement.
Item 1A – Risk Factors
We are a smaller reporting company as defined by Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act and are not required to provide
the information under this item.
Item 1B – Unresolved Staff Comments
We are a smaller reporting company as defined by Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act and are not required to provide
the information under this item.
Item 2 – Properties
None. The partnership has no operations of its own.
Item 3 – Legal Proceedings
In the normal course of our business, we may become involved in legal proceedings (such as assignment of rents,
bankruptcy proceedings, appointment of receivers, unlawful detainers, judicial foreclosure, etc.) to collect the debt
owed under the promissory notes, to enforce the provisions of the deeds of trust, to protect our interest in the real
property subject to the deeds of trust and to resolve disputes with borrowers, lenders, lien holders and mechanics.
None of these actions, in and of themselves, typically would be of any material financial impact to the net income or
balance sheet of the partnership. As of the date hereof, we are not involved in any legal proceedings other than those
that would be considered part of the normal course of business.
Item 4 – Mine Safety Disclosures
Not applicable.
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Part II
Item 5 – Market for the Registrant’s Units, Related Unitholder Matters and Issuer Purchases of Units
There are substantial restrictions on transferability of limited partnership interests, and there is no established public
trading and/or secondary market for the limited partnership interests, and none is expected to develop.
In order to provide liquidity to partners, we provide certain liquidation rights. See “Liquidity, capital withdrawals
and early withdrawals” in Part I of this report. As of February 28, 2019, we had approximately 4,590 limited
partners with approximately 120,646,025 units of limited partnership interest.
Recent sales of unregistered limited partnership interests
There were no sales of limited partnership interests by the partnership within the past three years.
Distributions
Cash distributions totaled $2,496,210 and $2,864,050 in 2018 and 2017, respectively. See “Distribution to limited
partners” under Item 1- Business in Part I of this annual report, which discussion is incorporated by reference herein.
Liquidity and capital withdrawals
Withdrawals in 2018 and 2017 by quarter are presented in the following table ($ in thousands). All withdrawal
payments are processed on the last day of the quarter, and are valued at $1 per unit.
Units redeemed

2018

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

$

Total

$

2017

7,125 $
7,005
7,191
6,969
28,290 $

5,263
5,354
5,782
6,401
22,800

Fair market value / unit value
In compliance with FINRA Rule 2310 concerning direct-participation-program value per unit estimates, RMC
obtained information regarding fair market valuations of the net assets and unit value as of December 31, 2018, for
RMI VIII. The valuations were performed with the assistance of an independent valuation firm that provides asset
valuations to retirement plan sponsors, plan administrators, banking and trust companies, and ERISA plans. The fair
values of the individual properties were taken from appraisals which referenced the most current available market
information such as listing agreements, offers, and pending and closed sales. Industry standard valuation
approaches, including the Income Approach, were utilized in deriving the fair values, as appropriate. There is no
assurance that this estimated fair value of the membership units is or will remain accurate, and it does not determine
the amount that a member is entitled to receive upon withdrawal of units. The withdrawal amount is determined by
the applicable provisions of the Limited Partnership Agreement.
The fair value of a unit of RMI VIII was determined to be $1.00, after consideration of the fair values of the net
assets held and the restrictions in the withdrawal provisions in the Partnership Agreement and the restrictions on
transferability of units.
The fair value of loan balances secured by deeds of trust, per the Market Approach, is deemed to approximate the
recorded amount (per the financial statements) as our loans:




are of shorter terms at origination than commercial real estate loans by institutional lenders;
are written without a prepayment penalty causing uncertainty/a lack of predictability as to the expected
duration of the loan; and
have limited marketability and are not yet sellable into an established secondary market.
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The two loan sales in 2018 were negotiated between our manager and the buyer who was not yet willing to pay a
significant premium commensurate with the interest rate premium of the loans and the low loan to value ratios, the
location (i.e. San Francisco Bay Area and Los Angeles, coastal Southern California) and other characteristics of the
underlying collateral.
The fair value of the portfolio REO is $4.9 million, representing a premium of approximately $780,000 over the
book value, per the analysis, based principally on market values for comparable REO.
For 2017 and prior year ends, the portfolio of secured loans was valued based on the application of the discounted
cash flow approach as comparable loan sales were not available. Companies or individuals originating loans similar
to those originated by RMC on behalf of the partnership typically intend to hold the loans until maturity as the
average contractual term of the loans is shorter than conventional mortgages, substantially all of which have a
prepayment-penalty provision.
Market Approach - The market approach measures value based on what other purchasers in the market have paid for
assets that can be considered reasonably similar to those being valued. When the market approach is utilized, data
are collected on the prices paid for reasonably comparable assets. Adjustments are made to the comparable assets to
compensate for differences between those assets and the asset being valued. In the case of real estate for example,
adjustments might be made for location, quality or construction, and/or building amenities. The application of the
market approach results in an estimate of the price reasonably expected to be realized from the sale of the property.
Income Approach - The income approach is a valuation technique that provides an estimation of the fair value of an
asset, such as RMI VIII’s loans, based on the cash flows that an asset can be expected to generate over its estimated
remaining economic term. This approach begins with an estimation of the annual cash flows a prudent investor
would expect the subject asset to generate over a discrete projection period. The estimated cash flows for each of the
years in the discrete projection period are then converted to their present value equivalent using a rate of return
appropriate for the risk of achieving the asset’s projected cash flows.
The primary purpose of the valuation was to determine the fair value of a unit of partnership interest in RMI VIII.
There is no assurance that this estimated value is or will remain accurate, and it does not determine the amount that a
partner is entitled to receive upon withdrawal of units. RMC makes no representation, express or implied, that a unit
of RMI VIII could or would be transferred by an investor for the stated fair value.
Item 6 – Selected Financial Data
We are a smaller reporting company as defined by Rule 12b-2 of the Exchange Act and are not required to provide
the information under this item.
Item 7 – Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations
The following discussion and analysis should be read in conjunction with the audited financial statements and notes
thereto, which are included in Part II, Item 8 of this Report.
General Partners
See Notes 1 (Organization and General) and 3 (General Partners and Other Related Parties) to the financial
statements included in Part II, Item 8 of this report for a detailed presentation of various partnership activities for
which the general partners are compensated, including the formation loan, which presentation is incorporated by this
reference into this Item 7.
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Critical Accounting Policies
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates and
assumptions about the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, and disclosures of contingent assets and liabilities,
at the dates of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reported
periods. Such estimates relate principally to the determination of the allowance for loan losses, including, when
applicable, the valuation of impaired loans (which itself requires determining the fair value of the collateral), and the
valuation of real estate held for sale and held as investment, at acquisition and subsequently. Actual results could
differ significantly from these estimates.
Fair value estimates
GAAP defines fair value as the exchange price that would be received for an asset or paid to transfer a liability (an
exit price) in the principal or most advantageous market for the asset or liability in an orderly transaction between
market participants on the measurement date. An orderly transaction is a transaction that assumes exposure to the
market for a period prior to the measurement date to allow for marketing activities that are usual and customary for
transactions involving such assets and liabilities; it is not a forced transaction. Market participants are buyers and
sellers in the principal market that are


independent;



knowledgeable;



able to transact; and



willing to transact.

Fair values of assets and liabilities are determined based on the fair value hierarchy established in GAAP. The
hierarchy is comprised of three levels of inputs to be used.


Level 1 inputs are quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the
partnership has the ability to access at the measurement date. An active market is a market in which
transactions occur with sufficient frequency and volume to provide pricing information on an ongoing
basis.



Level 2 inputs are inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the asset or liability, either
directly or indirectly in active markets and quoted prices for identical assets or liabilities that are not
active, and inputs other than quoted prices that are observable or inputs derived from or corroborated by
market data.



Level 3 inputs are unobservable inputs for the asset or liability. Unobservable inputs reflect the
partnership’s own assumptions about the assumptions market participants would use in pricing the asset
or liability (including assumptions about risk). Unobservable inputs are developed based on the best
information available in the circumstances and may include the partnership’s own data.

The fair value of the collateral is determined by exercise of judgment based on management’s experience informed
by appraisals (by licensed appraisers), brokers’ opinion of values, and publicly available information on in-market
transactions. Appraisals of commercial real property generally present three approaches to estimating value:


market comparables or sales approach;



cost to replace; and



capitalized cash flows or investment approach.

These approaches may or may not result in a common, single value. The market-comparables approach may yield
several different values depending on certain basic assumptions, such as, determining highest and best use (which
may or may not be the current use); determining the condition (e.g., as-is, when-completed, or for land whenentitled); and determining the unit of value (e.g., as a series of individual unit sales or as a bulk disposition).
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Management has the requisite familiarity with the markets it lends in generally and of the properties lent on
specifically to analyze sales-comparables and assess their suitability/applicability. Management is acquainted with
market participants – investors, developers, brokers, lenders – that are useful, relevant secondary sources of data and
information regarding valuation and valuation variability. These secondary sources may have familiarity with and
perspectives on pending transactions, successful strategies to optimize value, and the history and details of specific
properties – on and off the market – that enhance the process and analysis that is particularly and principally
germane to establishing value in distressed markets and/or property types.
Allowance for loan losses
Loans and the related accrued interest and advances (i.e. the loan balance) are analyzed on a periodic basis for
ultimate recoverability. Collateral fair values are reviewed quarterly and the protective equity for each loan is
computed. As used herein, “protective equity” is the dollar amount by which the fair value of the collateral, net of
any senior liens, exceeds the loan balance, where “loan balance” is the sum of the unpaid principal, advances and the
recorded interest thereon. This computation is done for each loan (whether impaired or performing), and while loans
secured by collateral of similar property type are grouped, there is enough distinction and variation in the collateral
that a loan-by-loan, collateral-by-collateral analysis is appropriate.
For loans designated impaired, a provision is made for loan losses to adjust the allowance for loan losses to an
amount such that the net carrying amount (unpaid principal less the specific allowance) is reduced to the lower of
the loan balance or the estimated fair value of the related collateral, net of any senior loans and net of any costs to
sell in arriving at net realizable value.
Loans determined not to be individually impaired are grouped by the property type of the underlying collateral, and
for each loan and for the total by property type, the amount of protective equity or amount of exposure to loss (i.e.,
the dollar amount of the deficiency of the fair value of the underlying collateral to the loan balance) is computed.
The partnership charges off uncollectible loans and related receivables directly to the allowance account once it is
determined the full amount is not collectible.
At foreclosure, any excess of the recorded investment in the loan (accounting basis) over the net realizable value is
charged against the allowance for loan losses.
Real estate owned (REO)
Real estate owned (REO) is property acquired in full or partial settlement of loan obligations generally through
foreclosure, and is recorded at acquisition at the property’s net realizable value, which is the fair value less estimated
costs to sell, as applicable. After acquisition, costs incurred relating to the development and improvement of
property are capitalized to the extent they do not cause the recorded value to exceed the net realizable value,
whereas costs relating to holding and disposition of the property are expensed as incurred. After acquisition, REO is
analyzed periodically for changes in fair values and any subsequent write down is charged to operations expense.
Any recovery in the fair value subsequent to such a write down is recorded, not to exceed the value recorded at
acquisition. Recognition of gains on the sale of real estate is dependent upon the transaction meeting certain criteria
related to the nature of the property and the terms of the sale including potential seller financing.
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Results of Operations
General economic conditions - California
All of our mortgage loans are secured by California real estate. Our secured-loan investment activity and the value
of the real estate securing our loans is dependent significantly on economic activity and employment conditions in
the California. Wells Fargo’s Economics Group periodically provides timely, relevant information and analysis in
its reports and commentary regarding California’s employment and economic conditions. Highlights from a
recently issued report from Wells Fargo Securities Economics Group is presented below.
In the publication “A Modest Start to 2019 for California Payrolls” dated March 12, 2019:
Nonfarm employers added just 3,000 net new jobs during January. Strong gains in professional & business services
(4,200) and healthcare (5,600) were nearly wiped out by a sharp 7,200 decline in the trade, transportation & utilities
sector.
Through the monthly volatility, hiring has moderated recently. Job gains have averaged 15,200 over the past three
months, below the 35,800 averaged over the same period last year.
The unemployment rate ticked up to 4.2% during the month as a 0.3% gain the labor force out-paced a 0.2% rise in
household employment. The number of unemployed increased to 817,600.
January's data include annual benchmark revisions, which reflect actual employment counts from the QCEW and
updated seasonal factors. Employment growth was 1.6% in 2018, just a touch slower than the initial estimate of
1.7%.
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Key performance indicators
Key performance indicators are presented in the following table for 2018 and 2017 ($ in thousands).
2018

2017

Secured loans – average daily balance
Secured loans – end-of-period

$
$

Interest on loans
Portfolio interest rate(1)
Effective yield rate(2)

$

9,298
$
8.1 %
8.7 %

9,403
8.1 %
8.1 %

Provision for (recovery of) loan losses
Percent(2)

$

(13 ) $
0.0 %

(19 )
0.0 %

Operations expense

$

4,350

Net Income
Percent(3)(4)

$

5,058
$
3.7 %

Limited Partners’ capital – average balance
Limited Partners’ capital – end-of-period(5)

$
$

107,281
97,375

133,824
121,012

$
$

$

$
$

116,124
129,955

4,840
4,623
2.9 %
157,614
146,791

(1)

Stated note interest rate of secured loans, weighted daily average

(2)

Percent of secured loans – average daily balance

(3)

Percent of limited partners’ capital – average balance

(4)

Percent based on the net income available to limited partners (excluding 1% of income and loss allocated to
general partners)

(5)

Scheduled liquidations as of December 31, 2018 were approximately $48,092,000. Additional detail regarding
limited partner capital withdrawals is available under the caption “Cash flows and Liquidity” in this
Management Discussion and Analysis. Scheduled liquidations as of December 31, 2017 were approximately
$54,134,000.

Secured loans
The December 31, 2018 end-of-period secured loan balance was approximately $97.4 million, down 25.1% ($32.6
million) compared to the December 31, 2017 end-of-period secured loan balance of approximately $130.0 million.
The overall reduction in the balance of the secured loan portfolio is due to the reduction in overall capital as well as
a decrease in new loans funded for the year ended December 31, 2018 compared to the same period in 2017.
Additionally, there was an increase in the loan payoff rate for the year ended December 31, 2018 compared to the
same period in 2017, as well two loan sale transactions, one in June 2018 totaling approximately $7.2 million, and
one in December 2018 totaling approximately $6.0 million.
Loans generally are funded at a fixed interest rate with a loan term of up to five years. Loans acquired are generally
done so within the first six months of origination, and purchased at the current par value, which approximates fair
value. As of December 31, 2018, 47 (84%) of the partnership’s 56 loans (representing 97% of the aggregate
principal of the partnership’s loan portfolio) had a loan term of five years or less from inception. The remaining
loans have terms longer than five years. Substantially all loans are written without a prepayment-penalty clause. As
of December 31, 2018, 26 (46%) of the loans outstanding (representing 66% of the aggregate principal of the
partnership’s loan portfolio) provide for monthly payments of interest only, with the principal due in full at maturity.
The remaining loans require monthly payments of principal and interest, typically calculated on a 30 year
amortization, with the remaining principal balance due at maturity.
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We have sought to exercise strong discipline in underwriting loan applications and lending against collateral at
amounts that create a mortgage portfolio that has substantial protective equity (i.e., safety margins to outstanding
debt) as indicated by the overall conservative weighted-average loan-to-value ratio (LTV) which at December 31,
2018 was 54.9%. Thus, per the appraisal-based valuations at the time of loan inception, borrowers have, in the
aggregate, equity of 45.1% in the property, and we as lenders have loaned in the aggregate 54.9% (including other
senior liens on the property) against the properties we hold as collateral for the repayment of our loans.
On June 27, 2018 and December 12, 2018, the partnership closed on the sales of whole loans (servicing released)
comprising a combined principal of $13,184,888 and interest owing of $58,158 to an unaffiliated bank pursuant to
an Asset Sale Agreement. The Asset Sale Agreement contains customary representations, warranties, and
covenants. The loan sale transaction was arranged by a third-party, unaffiliated national firm engaged by RMC. The
transaction generated an immaterial gain (net of expenses). Loan sales do provide the opportunity to redeploy the
proceeds, possibly on better terms than the loans that were sold. Further, the loan originations generate fees to RMC
under the Limited Partnership Agreement, which could enable RMC to retain staff and management, repay the
formation loan which was the source of funds to pay commissions to broker-dealers for raising the partnership’s
capital, and to have RMC’s cash flow exceed the carrying value of its intangible assets.
At December 31, 2018 and 2017 the partnership held no loans classified as held-for-sale. The determination that
loans would be classified as held-for-sale in compliance with GAAP criteria and the completion of the sale occurred
within the same reporting periods in 2018.
See Note 4 (Loans) to the financial statements included in Part II, Item 8 of this report for detailed presentations on
the secured loan portfolio and on the allowance for loan losses, which presentations are incorporated by this
reference into this Item 7.
Performance overview
For 2018, net income available to limited partners as a percent of Limited Partners’ capital – average daily balance
was 3.7%.
For 2018, the decrease in interest income on loans ($9.3 million in 2018, $9.4 million in 2017) is reflective of the
decrease in the secured loan – average daily balance, due primarily to the overall reduction in total capital under
management, which was partially offset by default interest collected on a previously impaired loan in the second
quarter of 2018. Net income for 2018 was approximately $5,058,000, an increase of approximately $435,000 (9.4%)
compared to 2017 due primarily to a decrease in operating expenses relating to the overall reduction in capital under
management. Total limited partners’ capital was approximately $121.0 million and $146.8 million at December 31,
2018 and 2017, respectively. Total operations expense as a percent of interest income on loans
was 46.8% and 51.5% for 2018 and 2017, respectively.
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Analysis and discussion of net income 2018 v. 2017
Significant changes to revenue and expense for 2018 v. 2017 are summarized in the following table ($ in thousands).

For the Year
2018
2017
Change

Interest

Provision for
(Recovery of)

Operations

Net

on Loans

Loan Losses

Expense

Income

$

Explanation
Loan balance increase (decrease)
Effective yield rate
Valuation Adjustments
REO sales
Capital balance decrease
Other
Change

$

9,298 $
9,403
(105 ) $

$

(518 )
413
—
—
—
—
(105 ) $

(13 ) $
(19 )
6 $

—
—
—
—
—
6
6

4,350 $
4,840
(490 ) $

$

(100 )
—
(593 )
562
(292 )
(67 )
(490 ) $

5,058
4,623
435

(418 )
413
593
(562 )
292
117
435

The table above displays only significant changes to net income for the period and is not intended to cross foot.
Interest on loans
Interest income decreased due to the decrease of the secured loan portfolio, which was partially offset by default
interest collected on a previously impaired loan in the second quarter of 2018. The secured loans- average daily
balance decreased approximately $8.8 million, or approximately 7.6%.
Provision for (recovery of) loan losses/allowance for loan losses
At December 31, 2018, the partnership had no allowance for loan losses as all loans had protective equity such that
at December 31, 2018, collection was deemed probable for amounts owing.
Operations expense 2018 v. 2017
Significant changes to operations expense for 2018 v. 2017 are summarized in the following table ($ in thousands).
Mortgage
Asset
Servicing Management
Fees
Fees

For the Year
2018
2017
Change
Explanation
Loan balance increase (decrease)
REO Sales
Valuation Adjustments
Capital balance decrease
Other
Change

Costs
From
RMC

Professional
Services
REO, net

$ 1,624 $
1,724
$ (100 ) $

516 $ 1,639 $
603
2,033
(87 ) $ (394 ) $

908 $ (289 ) $
1,052 $ (591 )
(144 ) $ 302 $

(100 )
—
—
—
—
(100 ) $

—
—
—
(189 )
—
—
(87 )
(205 )
—
—
(87 ) $ (394 ) $

—
—
(144 )
895
—
(593 )
—
—
—
—
(144 ) $ 302 $

$
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Other

Total

(48 ) $ 4,350
19
4,840
(67 ) $ (490 )

—
—
—
—
(67 )
(67 ) $

(100 )
562
(593 )
(292 )
(67 )
(490 )

• Mortgage servicing fees
The decrease in mortgage servicing fees of approximately $100,000 from 2018 over 2017, is due to the decrease in
the secured loan – average daily balance. Fees are charged by RMC at the annual rate of 1.5%.
• Asset management fees
The decrease in asset management fees of approximately $87,000 was due to the reduction in the total capital under
management. Total limited partners’ capital at December 31, 2018 and 2017, was approximately $121.0 million and
$146.8 million, respectively. Asset management fees are charged by RMC up to 1/32 of 1% of the “net asset value”
(3/8 of 1% annually)
• Costs from RMC
The decrease in costs from RMC of $394,000 was due to the reduction in total capital under management, as well as
a decrease in the cost of REO management. RMC is reimbursed by the partnership for operating expenses incurred
on behalf of the partnership, including without limitation, accounting and audit fees, legal fees and expenses,
postage and preparation of reports to limited partners, and out of pocket expenses and administration expenses.
Other costs are allocated pro-rata based on the percentage of total capital of all mortgage funds managed by RMC.
Payroll and consulting fees are broken out first based on activity, and then allocated to the company on a pro-rata
basis based on percentage of capital to the total capital of all mortgage funds. The decision to request reimbursement
of any qualifying charges is made by RMC at its sole discretion.
• Professional services
Professional services consist primarily of legal, audit and tax compliance expenses. The decrease in professional
services of approximately $144,000 was due primarily to decrease in audit and legal fees relating to real estate
transactions, and related financial reporting.
REO, net
The December 31, 2018, REO balance, end of period, was approximately $4.2 million, down 40.0% ($2.8 million)
compared to the December 31, 2017 balance of approximately $7.0 million. As fewer REO properties were sold in
2018 when compared to 2017, there was a decrease in gains on sales of approximately $1.3 million. The valuation
reserve on REO also decreased in 2018 due to the recovery in market values of two properties of approximately
$463,000. The value of both properties was not written up above to the net amount of the loans at foreclosure. The
decrease in the valuation reserve was offset by an increase of approximately $118,000 in the reserve for two
properties during 2018.
Rental operations were substantially wound down, and all residential rental units had been made vacant for sale at
December 31, 2017. As such, there were no rental operations in 2018. Any month to month rents received in periods
after December 31, 2017 are included in REO, net.
See Note 5 (Real Estate Owned (REO)) to the financial statements included in Part II, Item 8 of this report for
detailed presentations of REO sales transactions, rental activity, operating expense, and additional information
regarding REO activity during the period, which presentations are incorporated by this reference into this Item 7.
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Summary comparison – 2018 4th quarter v. 3rd quarter
Significant changes to revenue and expense items for the three-month periods ended December 31, and
September 30, are summarized in the following table ($ in thousands).

For the Three Months Ended
December 31, 2018
September 30, 2018
Change
Explanation
Loan balance increase (decrease)
Effective yield rate
Valuation Adjustments
REO sales
Capital balance decrease
Other
Change

Interest

Provision for
(Recovery of)

Operations

Net

on Loans

Loan Losses

Expense

Income

$
$
$

2,139
1,983
156

$

109
47
—
—
—
—
156

$
$
$

—
—
—

$

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

$
$
$

689 $
1,141 $
(452 ) $

$

33
—
(441 )
(65 )
21
—
(452 ) $

1,466
852
614

The table above displays only significant changes to net income for the period and is not intended to cross foot.
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76
47
441
65
(21 )
6
614

Cash flows and liquidity
Cash flows by business activity are presented in the following table ($ in thousands).
2018

Partners' capital
Distributions
Formation loan, net of early withdrawal fees
Liquidations
Cash used in partners' capital

$

(2,496 ) $
691
(28,291 )
(30,096 )

Loan earnings and payments
Interest
Other loan income
Operations expense
Prepaid interest
Principal payments and recoveries
Loans transferred to affiliates
Loans sold to non-affiliate, net
Total cash from loan earnings
Loans originated, net
Loans transferred from affiliates
Advances (made) received on loans
Total cash from loan production
Cash from loan earnings and production

(2,865 )
650
(22,800 )
(25,015 )

9,684
77
(4,389 )
341
51,216
5,890
13,264
76,083

8,834
41
(5,360 )
—
17,536
—
—
21,051

(37,686 )
—
431
(37,255 )
38,828

(51,618 )
(1,000 )
(420 )
(53,038 )
(31,987 )

—
(169 )
—
3,321
3,152

(777 )
(44 )
(253 )
14,476
13,402

REO operations, sales and development
Rental operations, net
Holding costs
Other assets
Proceeds from real estate sales
Cash from REO operations, sales and development
Net cash increase/(decrease) before distributions to limited partners
Net increase/(decrease) in cash
Cash, end of period

2017

41,980
11,884
13,607

$
$

(18,585 )
(43,600 )
1,723

$
$

Withdrawals of limited partner capital
The table below sets forth withdrawals of limited partner capital ($ in thousands).
2018

Capital liquidations-without penalty
Capital liquidations-subject to penalty
Total

$

Scheduled liquidations, at December 31

2017

$

$

20,175
8,115
28,290

$

18,525
4,275
22,800

$

48,092

$

54,134
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Scheduled limited partner capital withdrawals at December 31, 2018 are presented in the following table ($ in
thousands).

2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
Thereafter
Total

$

$

21,326
11,585
8,049
4,978
1,999
155
48,092

The ongoing sources of funds for loans are the proceeds (net of withdrawals from partner capital accounts, subject to
limitations) from


loan payoffs;



borrowers’ monthly principal and interest payments;



earnings retained (i.e. not distributed) in partners’ capital accounts;



REO sales;



loan sales;



payments from RMC on the outstanding balance of the formation loan; and,



a line of credit, if obtained.

The partnership’s loans generally have shorter maturity terms than typical mortgages. As a result, constraints on the
ability of our borrowers to refinance their loans at maturity possibly would have a negative impact on their ability to
repay their loans. In the event a borrower is unable to repay at maturity, the partnership may consider extending the
term through a loan modification or foreclosing on the property. A reduction in loan repayments would reduce the
partnership’s cash flows and restrict the partnership’s ability to invest in new loans and/or, if ongoing for an
extended period, provide earnings distributions and withdrawals of partners’ capital.
Generally, within a broad range, the partnership’s rates on mortgage loans is not affected by market movements in
interest rates. If, as expected, we continue to make and invest in fixed rate loans primarily, and interest rates were to
rise, a possible result would be lower prepayments of the partnership’s loans. This increase in the duration of time
loans are on the books may reduce overall liquidity, which itself may reduce the partnership’s investment into new
loans at higher interest rates. Conversely, if interest rates were to decline, we could see a significant increase in
borrower prepayments. If we then invest in new loans at lower interest rates, a lower yield to limited partners may
possibly result.
Contractual obligations
The partnership’s only obligation is to fund capital account requests subject to cash available per the terms of the
partnership agreement. See Note 3 (General Partners and Other Related Parties), Note 4 (Loans) and Note 7
(Commitments and Contingencies, Other Than Loan Commitments) to the financial statements included in Part II,
Item 8 of this report for detailed presentations on commitments and contingencies, which presentations are
incorporated by this reference into this Item 7.
At December 31, 2018, the partnership had no construction or rehabilitation loans outstanding.
We had no off-balance sheet arrangements as such arrangements are not permitted by the partnership agreement.
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Item 7A – Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market Risk
We are a smaller reporting company as defined by Rule 12b-2 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 and are not
required to provide the information under this item.
Item 8 – Consolidated Financial Statements and Supplementary Data
A – Consolidated Financial Statements
The following consolidated financial statements of Redwood Mortgage Investors VIII are included in Item 8:
Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm
Consolidated Balance Sheets as of December 31, 2018 and 2017
Consolidated Statements of Income for the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Partners’ Capital for the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows for the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
B – Consolidated Financial Statement Schedules
None.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
To the Partners
Redwood Mortgage Investors VIII
San Mateo, California
Opinion on the Consolidated Financial Statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Redwood Mortgage Investors VIII (a California
Limited Partnership) (the “Company”) and subsidiaries as of December 31, 2018 and 2017, the related consolidated
statements of income, changes in partners’ capital, and cash flows for each of the two years in the period ended
December 31, 2018, and the related notes (collectively referred to as the “consolidated financial statements”). In our
opinion, the consolidated financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the
Company and subsidiaries at December 31, 2018 and 2017, and the results of their operations and their cash flows
for each of the two years in the period ended December 31, 2018, in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America.
Basis for Opinion
These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is
to express an opinion on the Company’s consolidated financial statements based on our audits. We are a public
accounting firm registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (“PCAOB”) and
are required to be independent with respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and
the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free of
material misstatement, whether due to error or fraud. The Company is not required to have, nor were we engaged to
perform, an audit of its internal control over financial reporting. As part of our audits we are required to obtain an
understanding of internal control over financial reporting but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting. Accordingly, we express no such opinion.
Our audits included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial
statements, whether due to error or fraud, and performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures
included examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the consolidated financial
statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by
management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the consolidated financial statements. We believe that
our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

/S/ BDO USA, LLP
We have served as the Company's auditor since 2015.
San Francisco, California
April 1, 2019
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REDWOOD MORTGAGE INVESTORS VIII
(A California Limited Partnership)
Consolidated Balance Sheets
December 31, 2018 and 2017
($ in thousands)
December 31,
2018

December 31,
2017

ASSETS
Cash, in banks

$

13,607

$

1,723

Loans
Secured by deeds of trust
Principal
Advances
Accrued interest
Prepaid interest
Loan balance, secured

97,375
52
764
(341 )
97,850

129,955
484
1,209
—
131,648

Unsecured
Allowance for loan losses
Loans, net

—
—
97,850

24
—
131,672

4,153
113
115,723

7,014
124
140,533

Real estate owned (REO)
Other assets, net
Total assets

$

LIABILITIES AND PARTNERS' CAPITAL
Liabilities
Accounts payable and other accrued liabilities
Total liabilities

$

388
388

$

$

161
161

Commitments and Contingencies (Note 7)
Partners’ capital
Limited partners’ capital, subject to liquidation, net
General partners’ capital (deficit)
Total partners’ capital, net
Receivable from manager (formation loan)
Partners’ capital subject to liquidation, net of formation loan
Total liabilities and partners’ capital

146,791
(785 )
146,006

(4,943 )

(5,634 )

115,335
$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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121,012
(734 )
120,278

115,723

140,372
$

140,533

REDWOOD MORTGAGE INVESTORS VIII
(A California Limited Partnership)
Consolidated Statements of Income
For the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
($ in thousands)

2018

Revenues
Interest income
Late fees
Gain on sale, loans
Revenue, loans

$

Provision for (recovery of) loan losses
Operations expense
Mortgage servicing fees
Asset management fees
Costs from Redwood Mortgage Corp.
Professional services
REO, net (Note 5)
Other
Operations expense
Net income

9,298
80
17
9,395

9,403
41
—
9,444
(19 )

1,624
516
1,639
908
(289 )
(48 )
4,350

1,724
603
2,033
1,052
(591 )
19
4,840

5,058

$

5,007
51
5,058

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

$

(13 )

$

Net income
Limited partners (99%)
General partners (1%)

24

2017

$

4,623

$

4,577
46
4,623

REDWOOD MORTGAGE INVESTORS VIII
(A California Limited Partnership)
Consolidated Statements of Changes in Partners’ Capital
For the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
($ in thousands)

Limited
Partners’
Capital
Subject to
Liquidation, net

Balance, December 31, 2017
Net income
Distributions
Liquidations
Balance, December 31, 2018

$

$

146,791 $
5,007
(2,496 )
(28,290 )
121,012 $

Limited
Partners’
Capital
Subject to
Liquidation, net

Balance, December 31, 2016
Net income
Distributions
Liquidations
Balance, December 31, 2017

$

$

General
Partners’
Capital (Deficit)

General
Partners’
Capital (Deficit)

167,879 $
4,577
(2,865 )
(22,800 )
146,791 $

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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(785 ) $
51
—
—
(734 ) $

(831 ) $
46
—
—
(785 ) $

Total
Partners’
Capital

146,006
5,058
(2,496 )
(28,290 )
120,278

Total
Partners’
Capital

167,048
4,623
(2,865 )
(22,800 )
146,006

REDWOOD MORTGAGE INVESTORS VIII
(A California Limited Partnership)
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
For the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
($ in thousands)
2018

Cash from Operations
Interest received
Other loan income
Operations expense
Rental operations, net
Holding costs
Total cash provided by operations
Cash from Investing Activities
Loans
Principal collected on loans - secured
Loans transferred to affiliates
Loans transferred from affiliates
Loans sold to non-affiliate, net
Unsecured loan payments received
Loans originated
Prepaid interest
Advances (made) received on loans
Total - Loans
REO
Sales
Development and acquisition
Total - REO
Total cash provided by (used in) by investing activities
Cash from Financing Activities
Distributions to partners
Cash – partner liquidations
Formation loan payment, net of early withdrawal fees
Cash – partner distributions
Cash Distributions to partners, net
Total cash used in financing activities
Net increase/(decrease) in cash
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents, end of period

$

$

2017

9,684
77
(4,389 )
—
(169 )
5,203

8,834
41
(5,360 )
(777 )
(44 )
2,694

51,192
5,890
—
13,264
24
(37,686 )
341
431
33,456

17,514
—
(1,000 )
—
22
(51,618 )
—
(420 )
(35,502 )

3,321
—
3,321
36,777

14,476
(253 )
14,223
(21,279 )

(28,291 )
691
(2,496 )
(30,096 )
(30,096 )
11,884
1,723
13,607

(22,800 )
650
(2,865 )
(25,015 )
(25,015 )
(43,600 )
45,323
1,723

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.
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$

$

REDWOOD MORTGAGE INVESTORS VIII
(A California Limited Partnership)
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows
For the Years Ended December 31, 2018 and 2017
($ in thousands)
Reconciliation of net income to net cash provided by (used in) operating activities:

2018

Cash flows from operations
Net income
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by
(used in) operating activities
(Gain) on sale, loans
REO – loss/(gain) on disposal
REO – impairment
Change in operation assets and liabilities
Accrued interest
Other assets
Accounts payable and other liabilities
Net cash provided by operations

$

5,058

$

The accompanying notes are an integral part of these consolidated financial statements.

387
6
227
5,203

4,623

—
(1,211 )
—

(17 )
(113 )
(345 )

$

27

2017

$

(568 )
56
(206 )
2,694

REDWOOD MORTGAGE INVESTORS VIII
(A California Limited Partnership)
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements
December 31, 2018 and 2017
NOTE 1 – ORGANIZATION AND GENERAL
Redwood Mortgage Investors VIII, a California Limited Partnership (RMI VIII or the partnership), was formed in
1993 to engage in business as a mortgage lender and investor by making and holding-for-investment mortgage loans
secured by California real estate, primarily by first and second deeds of trust.
The rights, duties, and powers of the limited partners and general partners of the partnership are governed by the
Limited Partnership Agreement (Partnership Agreement).
The following is a summary of certain provisions of the Partnership Agreement and is qualified in its entirety by the
terms of the agreement itself. Limited partners should refer to the Partnership Agreement for complete disclosure of
its provisions.
The ongoing sources of funds for loans are the proceeds from:


loan payoffs;



borrowers’ monthly principal and interest payments;



earnings retained (i.e. not distributed) in partners’ capital accounts;



REO sales;



loan sales;



payments from RMC on the outstanding balance of the formation loan; and,



a line of credit, if obtained.

The partnership is externally managed by Redwood Mortgage Corp., a general partner (or RMC or the manager).
The general partners are Redwood Mortgage Corp. and Michael R Burwell (Burwell), an individual. The manager is
solely responsible for managing the business and affairs of the partnership, subject to the voting rights of the
partners on specified matters. The manager acting alone has the power and authority to act for and bind the
partnership. RMC provides the personnel and services necessary to conduct our business as we have no employees
of our own. The general partner is required to contribute to capital one tenth of one percent (0.1%) of the aggregate
capital accounts of the members.
The mortgage loans the partnership funds and/or invests in are arranged and generally are serviced by RMC.
Limited partners representing a majority of the outstanding units may, without the consent of the general partners,
vote to:


dissolve the partnership;



amend the partnership agreement subject to certain limitations;



approve or disapprove the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the partnership; and



remove or replace one or all of the general partners.

A majority in interest of partnership units is required to elect a new general partner to continue the partnership
business after a general partner ceases to be a general partner due to its withdrawal.
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Income or loss is allocated among the limited partners according to their respective capital accounts after one
percent (1%) of income or loss is allocated to the general partners. The income allocation to the general partners
amounted to approximately $51,000 and $46,000 for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017, respectively.
Beginning in 2010, and continuing until January 1, 2020, RMC assigned its right to two-thirds of one percent
(0.66%) of income or loss to Burwell in exchange for Burwell assuming one hundred percent (100%) of the general
partners equity deficit. The monthly results are subject to subsequent adjustment as a result of quarterly and yearend accounting and reporting. Investors should not expect the partnership to provide tax benefits of the type
commonly associated with limited liability partnership tax shelter investments. Federal and state income taxes are
the obligation of the partners, other than the annual California franchise tax and any California LLC cash receipts
taxes paid by the partnership’s subsidiaries.
Distribution to limited partners
At the time of their subscription to the partnership, limited partners elected either to receive monthly, quarterly or
annual cash distributions from the partnership, or to compound income in their capital account. If an investor
initially elected to receive monthly, quarterly or annual distributions, such election, once made, is irrevocable. If the
investor initially elected to compound income in their capital account, in lieu of cash distributions, the investor may,
after three (3) years, change the election and receive monthly, quarterly or annual cash distributions. Income
allocable to limited partners who elect to compound income in their capital account will be retained by the
partnership for making further loans or for other proper partnership purposes and such amounts will be added to
such limited partners’ capital accounts. The percentage of limited partners electing distribution of allocated net
income, by weighted average to total partners’ capital was 61% and 59% at December 31, 2018 and 2017,
respectively.
Liquidity, capital withdrawals and early withdrawals
There are substantial restrictions on transferability of units, and there is no established public trading and/or
secondary market for the units. To provide liquidity to limited partners, the partnership agreement provides that
limited partners, after the minimum five-year period, may withdraw all or a portion of their capital accounts in 20
quarterly installments or longer, as determined by the general partners in light of partnership cash flow, beginning
the last day of the calendar quarter following the quarter in which the notice of withdrawal is given. A limited
partner may liquidate all or a part of the limited partner’s capital account in four quarterly installments beginning on
the last day of the calendar quarter following the quarter in which the notice of withdrawal is given, subject to a
10% early withdrawal penalty applicable to any sums withdrawn prior to the time when such sums could have been
withdrawn without penalty. There is a limited right of accelerated liquidation for an investor’s heirs upon an
investor’s death.
The partnership has not established a cash reserve from which to fund withdrawals and, accordingly, the
partnership’s capacity to return a limited partner’s capital is subject to the availability of partnership cash. The
General Partner is under no obligation to sell loans from the portfolio in order to honor withdrawal requests, and the
program can be restricted or suspended at any time. Cash flow is considered to be available only after all current
partnership expenses have been paid (including compensation to the general partners and affiliates) and adequate
provision has been made for the payment of all periodic cash distributions on a pro rata basis which must be paid to
limited partners who elected to receive such distributions upon subscription for units. Per the Limited Partnership
Agreement, no more than 20% of the total limited partners’ capital account balances at the beginning of any year
may be liquidated during any calendar year. Notwithstanding this 20%, the general partners shall have the discretion
to further limit the percentage of total limited partners’ capital accounts that may be withdrawn in order to comply
with the safe harbor provisions of the regulations under Section 7704 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as
amended, to avoid the partnership being taxed as a corporation. If notices of withdrawal in excess of these
limitations are received by the general partners, the priority of distributions among limited partners shall be
determined as follows: first to those limited partners withdrawing capital accounts according to the 20 quarter or
longer installment liquidation period, then to Benefit Plan Investors withdrawing capital accounts after five years
over four quarterly installments, then to executors, heirs, and other administrators withdrawing capital accounts
upon the death of a limited partner and finally to all other limited partners withdrawing capital accounts. Except as
provided above, withdrawal requests will be considered by the general partners in the order received.
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Investment objectives and lending guidelines
The Partnership’s primary investment objectives are to


yield a high rate of return from mortgage lending, after the payment of certain fees and expenses to the
general partners and their affiliates; and



preserve and protect the partnership’s capital.

The partnership generally funds loans


having monthly payments of interest only or of principal and interest at fixed rates, calculated on a 30-year
amortization basis; and



having maturities of 5 years or less.

The partnership’s loans generally have shorter maturity than typical mortgages. In the event that a loan is
performing, and collection is deemed probable at maturity, the partnership may elect to extend the loans maturity. In
the event a borrower is unable to repay in full the principal owing on the loan maturity, the partnership may elect to
modify the loan payment terms and place the designated loan as impaired, or may foreclose and take back the
property for sale.
Generally, interest rates on the partnership’s mortgage loans have not been affected by market movements in interest
rates. If, as expected, the partnership continues to make and invest in fixed rate loans primarily, and interest rates
were to rise, a possible result would be lower prepayments of the partnership’s loans. This increase in the duration of
the time loans are on the books may reduce overall liquidity, which itself may reduce the partnership’s investment
into new loans at higher interest rates. Conversely, if interest rates were to decline, the partnership could see a
significant increase in borrower prepayments. If the partnership then invests in new loans at lower rates of interest, a
lower yield to partners may possibly result.
The cash flow and the income generated by the real property securing the loan factor into the credit decisions, as
does the general creditworthiness, experience and reputation of the borrower. However, for loans secured by real
property, other than owner-occupied personal residences, such considerations are subordinate to a determination that
the value of the real property is sufficient, in and of itself, as a source of repayment. The amount of the loan
combined with the outstanding debt and claims secured by a senior deed of trust on the real property generally will
not exceed a specified percentage of the appraised value of the property (the loan-to-value ratio, or LTV) as
determined by an independent written appraisal at the time the loan is made. The LTV generally will not exceed 80%
for residential properties (including multi-family), 75% for commercial properties, and 50% for land. The excess of the
value of the collateral securing the loan over the partnership’s debt and any senior debt owing on the property is the
“protective equity.”
The partnership believes its LTV policy provides more potential protective equity than competing lenders who fund
loans with a higher LTV. However, the partnership may be viewed as an “asset” lender based on its emphasis on
LTV in its underwriting process. Being an “asset” lender may increase the likelihood of payment defaults by
borrowers. Accordingly, the partnership may have a higher level of payment delinquency and loans designated as
impaired for financial reporting purposes than that of lenders, such as banks and other financial institutions subject
to federal and state banking regulations, which are typically viewed as “credit” lenders.
Term of the partnership
The partnership will continue until 2032, unless sooner terminated as provided in the partnership agreement.
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NOTE 2 – SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Basis of presentation
The financial statements are prepared in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America (“GAAP”).
The partnership’s consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the partnership, its wholly-owned
subsidiaries (consisting of single member limited liability companies owning a single real property asset). All
significant intercompany transactions and balances have been eliminated in consolidation.
Management estimates
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates and
assumptions about the reported amounts of assets and liabilities, and disclosures of contingent assets and liabilities,
at the dates of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during the reported
periods. Such estimates relate principally to the determination of the allowance for loan losses, including, when
applicable, the valuation of impaired loans (which itself requires determining the fair value of the collateral), and the
valuation of real estate held for sale and held as investment, at acquisition and subsequently. Actual results could
differ significantly from these estimates.
Fair value estimates
GAAP defines fair value as the exchange price that would be received for an asset or paid to transfer a liability (an
exit price) in the principal or most advantageous market for the asset or liability in an orderly transaction between
market participants on the measurement date. An orderly transaction is a transaction that assumes exposure to the
market for a period prior to the measurement date to allow for marketing activities that are usual and customary for
transactions involving such assets and liabilities; it is not a forced transaction. Market participants are buyers and
sellers in the principal market that are


independent;



knowledgeable;



able to transact; and



willing to transact.

Fair values of assets and liabilities are determined based on the fair value hierarchy established in GAAP. The
hierarchy is comprised of three levels of inputs to be used.


Level 1 inputs are quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities that the
partnership has the ability to access at the measurement date. An active market is a market in which
transactions occur with sufficient frequency and volume to provide pricing information on an ongoing
basis.



Level 2 inputs are inputs other than quoted prices that are observable for the asset or liability, either
directly or indirectly in active markets and quoted prices for identical assets or liabilities that are not
active, and inputs other than quoted prices that are observable or inputs derived from or corroborated by
market data.



Level 3 inputs are unobservable inputs for the asset or liability. Unobservable inputs reflect the
partnership’s own assumptions about the assumptions market participants would use in pricing the asset
or liability (including assumptions about risk). Unobservable inputs are developed based on the best
information available in the circumstances and may include the partnership’s own data.

The fair value of the collateral is determined by exercise of judgment based on management’s experience informed
by appraisals (by licensed appraisers), brokers’ opinion of values, and publicly available information on in-market
transactions. Appraisals of commercial real property generally present three approaches to estimating value:
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market comparables or sales approach;



cost to replace; and



capitalized cash flows or investment approach.

These approaches may or may not result in a common, single value. The market-comparables approach may yield
several different values depending on certain basic assumptions, such as, determining highest and best use (which
may or may not be the current use); determining the condition (e.g., as-is, when-completed, or for land whenentitled); and determining the unit of value (e.g., as a series of individual unit sales or as a bulk disposition).
Management has the requisite familiarity with the markets it lends in generally and of the properties lent on
specifically to analyze sales-comparables and assess their suitability/applicability. Management is acquainted with
market participants – investors, developers, brokers, lenders – that are useful, relevant secondary sources of data and
information regarding valuation and valuation variability. These secondary sources may have familiarity with and
perspectives on pending transactions, successful strategies to optimize value, and the history and details of specific
properties – on and off the market – that enhance the process and analysis that is particularly and principally
germane to establishing value in distressed markets and/or property types.
Cash and cash equivalents
The partnership considers all highly liquid financial instruments with maturities of three months or less at the time
of purchase to be cash equivalents. At December 31, 2018, certain partnership cash balances in banks exceed
federally insured limits of $250,000. The bank or banks in which funds are deposited are reviewed periodically for
their general credit worthiness/investment grade credit rating.
Loans and interest income
Performing loans are carried at amortized costs which is generally equal to the unpaid principal balance (principal).
Management has discretion to pay amounts (advances) to third parties on behalf of borrowers to protect the
partnership’s interest in the loan. Advances include, but are not limited to, the payment of interest and principal on a
senior lien to prevent foreclosure by the senior lien holder, property taxes, insurance premiums, and attorney fees.
Advances generally are stated at the unpaid principal balance and accrue interest until repaid by the borrower.
For performing loans, interest is accrued daily on the principal plus advances, if any. Impaired loans less than 180
days delinquent continue to recognize interest income as long as the loan is in the process of collection and is
considered to be well-secured. Impaired loans are placed on non-accrual status if 180 days delinquent or at the
earlier of management’s determination that the primary source of repayment will come from the foreclosure and
subsequent sale of the collateral securing the loan (which usually occurs when a notice of sale is filed) or when the
loan is no longer considered well-secured. When a loan is placed on non-accrual status, the accrual of interest is
discontinued; however, previously recorded interest is not reversed. A loan may return to accrual status when all
delinquent interest and principal payments become current in accordance with the terms of the loan agreement.
The partnership may fund a specific loan origination net of an interest reserve (one to two years) to insure timely
interest payments at the inception of the loan. In the event of an early loan payoff, any unapplied interest reserves
would be first applied to any accrued but unpaid interest and then as a reduction of principal.
If based upon current information and events, it is probable the partnership will be unable to collect all amounts due
according to the contractual terms of the loan agreement, then a loan may be designated as impaired. Impaired loans
are included in management’s periodic analysis of recoverability. If a valuation allowance had been established on
an impaired loan, any subsequent payments on impaired loans are applied to late fees and then to reduce first the
accrued interest, then advances, and then unpaid principal.
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From time to time, the partnership negotiates and enters into loan modifications with borrowers whose loans are
delinquent. If the loan modification results in a significant delay or reduction in the cash flow compared to the
original note, the modification is deemed a troubled debt restructuring and a loss is recognized.
In the normal course of the partnership’s operations, loans that mature may be renewed at then current market rates
and terms for new loans. Such renewals are not designated as impaired, unless the matured loan was previously
designated as impaired.
Allowance for loan losses
Loans and the related accrued interest and advances (i.e. the loan balance) are analyzed on a periodic basis for
ultimate recoverability. Collateral fair values are reviewed quarterly and the protective equity for each loan is
computed. As used herein, “protective equity” is the dollar amount by which the fair value of the collateral, net of
any senior liens, exceeds the loan balance, where “loan balance” is the sum of the unpaid principal, advances and the
recorded interest thereon. This computation is done for each loan (whether impaired or performing), and while loans
secured by collateral of similar property type are grouped, there is enough distinction and variation in the collateral
that a loan-by-loan, collateral-by-collateral analysis is appropriate.
For loans designated impaired, a provision is made for loan losses to adjust the allowance for loan losses to an
amount such that the net carrying amount (unpaid principal less the specific allowance) is reduced to the lower of
the loan balance or the estimated fair value of the related collateral, net of any senior loans and net of any costs to
sell in arriving at net realizable value.
Loans determined not to be individually impaired are grouped by the property type of the underlying collateral, and
for each loan and for the total by property type, the amount of protective equity or amount of exposure to loss (i.e.,
the dollar amount of the deficiency of the fair value of the underlying collateral to the loan balance) is computed.
The partnership charges off uncollectible loans and related receivables directly to the allowance account once it is
determined the full amount is not collectible.
At foreclosure, any excess of the recorded investment in the loan (accounting basis) over the net realizable value is
charged against the allowance for loan losses.
Real estate owned (REO)
Real estate owned (REO) is property acquired in full or partial settlement of loan obligations generally through
foreclosure, and is recorded at acquisition at the property’s net realizable value, which is the fair value less estimated
costs to sell, as applicable. The fair value estimates are derived from information available in the real estate markets
including similar property, and often require the experience and judgment of third parties such as commercial real
estate appraisers and brokers. The estimates figure materially in calculating the value of the property at acquisition,
the level of charge to the allowance for loan losses and any subsequent valuation reserves. After acquisition, costs
incurred relating to the development and improvement of property are capitalized to the extent they do not cause the
recorded value to exceed the net realizable value, whereas costs relating to holding and disposition of the property
are expensed as incurred. After acquisition, REO is analyzed periodically for changes in fair values and any
subsequent write down is charged to operations expense. Any recovery in the fair value subsequent to such a write
down is recorded, not to exceed the value recorded at acquisition. Recognition of gains on the sale of real estate is
dependent upon the transaction meeting certain criteria related to the nature of the property and the terms of the sale
including potential seller financing.
Rental income/ depreciation
Rental income is recognized when earned in accordance with the lease agreement. For commercial leases, the costs
associated with originating the lease are amortized over the lease term. Residential lease terms generally range from
month-to-month to one-year, and the expenses of originating the lease are expensed as incurred. Real estate owned
that is designated held for sale is not depreciated. Real estate that was designated held for investment, and rented
was depreciated on a straight-line basis over the estimated useful life of the property.
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Recently issued accounting pronouncements
- Accounting and Financial Reporting for Revenue Recognition
On May 28, 2014, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) issued a final Accounting Standard Update
(ASU) on revenue from contracts with customers. The standard issued as ASU 2014-09 outlines a single
comprehensive model for entities to use in accounting for revenue arising from contracts with customers and
supersedes most current revenue recognition guidance, including industry-specific guidance. The standard was
effective January 1, 2018, and has been adopted using the modified retrospective approach.
Adoption of the revenue standard did not have an impact on the partnership’s current revenue recognition policies
since the scope of guidance is not applicable to financial instruments including loans and therefore did not have an
impact on the recognition of interest income or late fees. The adoption of the revenue standard also did not change
the revenue recognition from the sale of REOs as the REO dispositions are cash sales with no contingencies and no
future involvement by the partnership in the property. The revenue recognition standard may impact the gain on sale
of real estate when the sale is financed by the partnership, however there have been no such sales financed by the
partnership during 2018.
- Accounting and Financial Reporting for Expected Credit Losses
The FASB issued an ASU that significantly changes how entities will account for credit losses for most financial
assets that are not measured at fair value through net income. The new standard will supersede currently in effect
guidance and applies to all entities. Entities will be required to use a current expected credit loss (CECL) model to
estimate credit impairment. This estimate will be forward-looking, meaning management will be required to use
forecasts about future economic conditions to determine the expected credit loss over the remaining life of an
instrument. This will be a significant change from the current incurred credit loss model and generally may result in
allowances being recognized in earlier periods than under the current credit loss model. The manager expects to
adopt the ASU for interim and annual reporting in 2020.
RMI VIII invests in real estate secured loans made with the expectation that the possibility of credit losses is remote
as a result of substantial protective equity provided by the underlying collateral. The real estate secured programs
and low loan-to-value ratios have caused RMC to conclude that the adoption of the CECL model from the incurred
loss models presently in use as to credit loss recognition will likely not materially impact the reported results of
operations or financial position.
NOTE 3 –GENERAL PARTNERS AND OTHER RELATED PARTIES
The general partners, RMC and Burwell, are entitled to 1% of income or loss of the partnership. See Note 1
(Organization and General).


Mortgage servicing fees

RMC earns mortgage servicing fees of up to 1.5% annually of the unpaid principal balance of the loan portfolio. The
mortgage servicing fees are accrued monthly on all loans. Remittance to RMC is made monthly unless the loan has
been assigned a specific loss reserve, at which point remittance is deferred until the specific loss reserve is no longer
required, or the property has been acquired by the partnership.
Mortgage servicing fees paid to RMC were approximately $1,624,000 and $1,724,000 for 2018 and 2017,
respectively. No mortgage servicing fees were waived during any period reported.


Asset management fees

The general partners receive monthly fees for managing the partnership’s loan portfolio and operations of up to 1/32
of 1% of the “net asset value” (3/8 of 1% annually).
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Asset management fees paid to the general partners were approximately $516,000 and $603,000, for 2018 and 2017
respectively. No asset management fees were waived in any period presented.


Costs from Redwood Mortgage Corp.

RMC is reimbursed by the partnership for operating expenses incurred on behalf of the partnership, including
without limitation, accounting and audit fees, legal fees and expenses, postage and preparation of reports to limited
partners, and out-of-pocket general and administration expenses. Other costs are allocated pro-rata based on the
percentage of total capital of all mortgage funds managed by RMC. Payroll and consulting fees are broken out first
based on activity, and then allocated to the company on a pro-rata basis based on percentage of capital to the total
capital of all mortgage funds. The decision to request reimbursement of any qualifying charges is made by RMC at
its sole discretion.
For 2018 and 2017, operating expenses totaling approximately $1,639,000 and $2,033,000, respectively, were
reimbursed to RMC.
Commissions and fees are paid by the borrowers to RMC
Brokerage commissions, loan originations
For fees in connection with the review, selection, evaluation, negotiation and extension of loans, the general
partners may collect loan brokerage commissions (points) limited to an amount not to exceed 4% of the total
partnership assets per year. The loan brokerage commissions are paid by the borrowers and thus, are not an
expense of the partnership. The proceeds from loan brokerage commissions and other fees earned are the source
of funds for the repayment of the formation loan by RMC.
Other fees
RMC receives fees for processing, notary, document preparation, credit investigation, reconveyance and other
mortgage related fees. The amounts received are customary for comparable services in the geographical area
where the property securing the loan is located, payable solely by the borrower and not by the partnership.
During 2018 and 2017 certain performing loans were transferred by an executed assignment between the affiliated
mortgage fund in-full at par. Specifically, during the year ended December 31, 2018, the partnership transferred two
performing loans in-full to Redwood Mortgage Investors IX, LLC, an affiliated mortgage fund, at par value, which
approximates fair value, of approximately $5,890,000. The partnership received cash for the transfer and has no
continuing obligation or involvement on the assigned loans. During year ended December 31, 2017, the Redwood
Mortgage Investors IX, LLC, transferred one loan at par value of approximately $1,000,000 to the partnership.
Formation loan/Commissions paid to broker-dealers
Commissions for sales of limited partnership units paid to broker-dealers (B/D sales commissions) were paid by
RMC and were not paid directly by the partnership out of offering proceeds. Instead, the partnership advanced to
RMC amounts sufficient to pay the B/D sales commissions and premiums paid to partners in connection with
unsolicited orders up to 7% of offering proceeds. The receivable arising from the advances is unsecured, and noninterest bearing and is referred to as the “formation loan.”
The primary source of the repayments made by RMC on the formation loan is expected to be loan brokerage
commissions. As of December 31, 2018, the partnership had made such advances of $22,567,000, of which
$4,943,000 remain outstanding on the formation loan. If the general partners are removed and RMC is no longer
receiving payments for services rendered, the formation loan is forgiven, per the terms of the partnership agreement.
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The formation loan activity is summarized in the following table for the year ended December 31, 2018 ($ in
thousands).
2018

Balance, January 1
Early withdrawal penalties
Repayments
Balance, December 31,

$

$

5,634
(691 )
—
4,943

The future minimum payments on the formation loan as of December 31, 2018 are presented in the following table
($ in thousands).
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
Thereafter
Total

$

$

650
650
650
650
650
1,693
4,943

The formation loan is forgiven if the general partners are removed and RMC is no longer receiving payments for
services rendered, per the partnership agreement.
The table below sets forth withdrawals of limited partners' capital ($ in thousands).
2018

Capital liquidations-without penalty
Capital liquidations-subject to penalty
Total

$

Scheduled liquidations, at December 31

2017

$

$

20,175
8,115
28,290

$

18,525
4,275
22,800

$

48,092

$

54,134

NOTE 4 – LOANS
Loans generally are funded at a fixed interest rate with a loan term of up to five years. As of December 31, 2018, 47
of the partnership’s 56 loans (representing 97% of the aggregate principal of the partnership’s loan portfolio) have a
term of five years or less from loan inception. The remaining loans have terms longer than five years. Substantially
all loans are written without a prepayment penalty clause. As of December 31, 2018, 26 of the loans outstanding
(representing 66% of the aggregate principal balance of the partnership’s loan portfolio) provide for monthly
payments of interest only, with the principal due in full at maturity. The remaining loans require monthly payments
of principal and interest, typically calculated on a 30-year amortization, with the remaining principal balance due at
maturity.
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Loans unpaid principal balance (principal)
Secured loan transactions are summarized in the following table ($ in thousands).
2018

Principal, beginning of period
Loans originated
Loans transferred from affiliates
Loans transferred to affiliates
Loans sold to non-affiliate
Principal payments received
Principal, December 31, 2018

$

2017

129,955 $
37,686
—
(5,890 )
(13,184 )
(51,192 )
97,375 $

$

94,851
51,618
1,000
—
—
(17,514 )
129,955

During each of the years 2018 and 2017, the partnership renewed eleven loans at then current market terms, with an
aggregate principal of approximately $24,141,000 and $19,204,000, respectively, which were not included in the
activity shown on the table above. See Note 3 (General Partners and Other Related Parties) for a description of loan
transfers by executed assignments to affiliates. The partnership originates loans with the intent to hold the loans until
maturity. From time to time the partnership may sell certain loans. Loans are classified as held for sale once a
decision has been made to sell loans and loans held for sale have been identified.
On June 27, 2018 and December 12, 2018, the partnership closed on the sales of whole loans (servicing released)
comprising a combined principal of $13,184,888 and interest owing of $58,158 to an unaffiliated bank pursuant to
an Asset Sale Agreement. The Asset Sale Agreement contains customary representations, warranties, and
covenants. The loan sale transaction was arranged by a third-party, unaffiliated national firm engaged by RMC. The
transaction generated an immaterial gain (net of expenses).
On December 31, 2018, RMI VIII and a borrower executed and notarized loan documents for $9.1 million and RMI
VIII received the corresponding deed of trust. The loan was funded on January 4, 2019. Additionally, on December
31, 2018, RMI VIII and two borrowers executed and notarized loan documents for two loans with an aggregate
principal balance of $775,000, and RMI VIII received the corresponding deeds of trusts. The loans funded on
January 3, 2019 and January 10, 2019, respectively.
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Loan characteristics
Secured loans had the characteristics presented in the following table ($ in thousands).
December 31,
2018

Number of secured loans
Secured loans – principal
Secured loans – lowest interest rate (fixed)
Secured loans – highest interest rate (fixed)

$

Average secured loan – principal
Average principal as percent of total principal
Average principal as percent of partners’ capital, net of
formation loan
Average principal as percent of total assets

$

Largest secured loan – principal
Largest principal as percent of total principal
Largest principal as percent of partners’ capital, net of
formation loan
Largest principal as percent of total assets

$

Smallest secured loan – principal
Smallest principal as percent of total principal
Smallest principal as percent of partners’ capital, net of
formation loan
Smallest principal as percent of total assets

$

Number of secured loans with an interest reserve
Interest reserves

56
97,375 $
5.0 %
10.5 %

72
129,955
5.0 %
10.5 %

1,739 $
1.8 %

1,805
1.4 %

1.5 %
1.5 %

1.3 %
1.3 %

10,900 $
11.2 %
9.5 %
9.4 %

Number of California counties where security is located
Largest percentage of principal in one California county
Number of secured loans with a filed notice of default
Secured loans in foreclosure – principal

December 31,
2017

14,000
10.8 %
10.0 %
10.0 %

39 $
0.1 %

44
0.1 %

0.1 %
0.1 %

0.1 %
0.1 %

18
26.7 %

20
20.8 %

$

—
—

$

1
341

$

2
7,607

$

—
—

As of December 31, 2018, the partnership’s largest loan, in the unpaid principal balance of $10,900,000
(representing 11.2% of outstanding secured loans and 9.4% of partnership total assets) has an interest rate of 7.00%,
is secured by a mixed-use property located in San Francisco, and has a maturity date of June 1, 2019. This loan paid
off in full in March 2019. As of December 31, 2018, the partnership’s second largest loan, with an unpaid principal
balance of approximately $5,900,000 (representing 6.1% of outstanding secured loans and 5.1% of partnership total
assets) has an interest rate of 8.25%, is secured by a light industrial property located in San Bernardino County, and
has a maturity date of July 1, 2019. As of December 31, 2018, the partnership had no construction loans outstanding
and had no rehabilitation loans outstanding. As of December 31, 2018, the partnership had no commitments to fund
construction or rehabilitation loans.
In compliance with California laws and regulations, all borrower receipts are deposited into a bank trust account
maintained by RMC, and subsequently disbursed to the partnership after an appropriate holding period. At
December 31, 2018, the trust account held a balance relating to the partnership’s loan portfolio of $144,676,
consisting of both interest and principal payments from borrowers, all of which was disbursed to the partnership on
or before January 17, 2019.
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Lien position
At funding secured loans had the following lien positions and are presented in the following table ($ in thousands).

Loans

First trust deeds
Second trust deeds
Third trust deeds
Total principal, secured loans
Liens due other lenders at loan closing
Total debt
Appraised property value at loan closing

December 31, 2018
Principal
Percent

34 $ 80,285
22
17,090
—
—
56 $ 97,375
37,632

82 %
18
—
100 %

December 31, 2017
Principal
Percent

Loans

48 $ 104,244
23
22,711
1
3,000
72 $ 129,955
52,444

$ 135,007

$ 182,399

$ 258,134

$ 346,738

Percent of total debt to appraised values
(LTV) at loan closing(1)

54.9 %

80 %
17
3
100 %

55.6 %

(1) Based on appraised values and liens due other lenders at loan closing. The weighted-average loan-tovalue (LTV) computation above does not take into account subsequent increases or decreases in
property values following the loan closing, nor does it include decreases or increases of the amount
owing on senior liens to other lenders.
Property type
Secured loans summarized by property type are presented in the following table ($ in thousands).
December 31, 2018
Loans
Principal
Percent

Single family(2)
Multi-family
Commercial
Land
Total principal, secured loans

32 $ 35,893
3
1,713
20 59,319
1
450
56 $ 97,375

36 %
2
61
1
100 %

Loans

December 31, 2017
Principal
Percent

41 $ 48,117
4
4,589
26
76,799
1
450
72 $ 129,955

37 %
4
58
1
100 %

(2) Single family property type as of December 31, 2018 consists of 16 loans with principal of
approximately $12,839,000 that are owner occupied and 16 loans with principal of approximately
$23,054,000 that are non-owner occupied. At December 31, 2017, single family property consisted of
18 loans with principal of approximately $12,681,000 that were owner occupied and 23 loans with
principal approximately of $35,436,000 that were non-owner occupied.
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Distribution by California Counties
The distribution of secured loans outstanding by the California county in which the primary collateral is located is
presented in the following table ($ in thousands).
December 31, 2018
Principal
Percent

San Francisco Bay Area(3)
San Francisco
San Mateo
Alameda
Santa Clara
Solano
Marin
Napa
Contra Costa

$

Other Northern California
Sacramento
Santa Cruz
Amador
Monterey
Mariposa
Lake
El Dorado
Total Northern California
Los Angeles & Coastal
Los Angeles
Santa Barbara
Orange
San Diego
Other Southern California
San Bernardino
Riverside
Total Southern California
Total principal, secured loans

$

(3) Includes Silicon Valley
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December 31, 2017
Principal
Percent

26,026
23,122
4,166
3,789
3,560
849
559
314
62,385

26.7 % $
23.7
4.2
3.9
3.7
0.9
0.6
0.2
63.9

26,206
15,506
11,730
6,873
2,875
1,597
569
16,856
82,212

20.2 %
11.9
9.0
5.3
2.2
1.2
0.4
13.1
63.3

3,300
2,121
737
489
39
—
—
6,686
69,071

3.4
2.1
0.8
0.5
0.1
—
—
6.9
70.8

3,300
769
754
656
44
296
2,044
7,863
90,075

2.4
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.1
0.2
1.6
6.0
69.3

18,236
2,099
654
—
20,989

18.7
2.2
0.7
—
21.6

26,971
—
6,653
164
33,788

20.8
—
5.1
0.1
26.0

5,900
1,415
7,315
28,304
97,375

6.1
5,900
1.5
192
7.6
6,092
29.2
39,880
100.0 % $ 129,955

4.5
0.2
4.7
30.7
100.0 %
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Scheduled maturities
Secured loans are scheduled to mature as presented in the following table ($ in thousands).
Scheduled maturities, as of December 31, 2018

2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
Thereafter
Total future maturities
Matured as of December 31, 2018
Total principal, secured loans

Loans

Principal

31 $
12
9
1
1
1
55
1
56 $

Percent

73,317
15,248
5,206
374
2,099
681
96,925
450
97,375

75 %
16
5
—
2
1
99
1
100 %

It is the partnership’s experience loans may be repaid or refinanced before, at or after the contractual maturity date.
For matured loans, the partnership may continue to accept payments while pursuing collection of amounts owed
from borrowers. Therefore, the above tabulation for scheduled maturities is not a forecast of future cash receipts.
Matured loans
At December 31, 2018, there was one loan with a principal balance of approximately $450,000 which was 60 days
past maturity, and was designated as impaired in January 2019. No loans were past maturity at December 31, 2017.

Delinquency
Secured loans summarized by payment delinquency are presented in the following table ($ in thousands).

December 31, 2018
Loans
Principal

Past Due
30-89 days
90-179 days
180 or more days
Total past due
Current
Total principal, secured loans

1 $
450
1
3,300
—
—
2 $ 3,750
54
93,625
56 $ 97,375

December 31, 2017
Loans
Principal

2 $ 3,700
—
—
2
7,607
4
11,307
68
118,648
72 $ 129,955

Interest income of approximately $88,000 and $167,000 was accrued on loans contractually past due 90 days or
more as to principal and/or interest payments during 2018 and 2017, respectively.
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Loans in non-accrual status
Secured loans in nonaccrual status are summarized in the following table ($ in thousands).

December 31,
2018

Number of loans
Principal
Advances
Accrued interest
Total recorded investment
Foregone interest

$

$
$

December 31,
2017

—
— $
—
—
$
— $

3
7,834
429
322
8,585
64

At December 31, 2018, one loan with a principal balance of approximately $3,300,000 was contractually 90 or more
days past due as to principal or interest and not in non-accrual status. At December 31, 2017, there were no loans
were contractually 90 or more days past due as to principal or interest and not in non-accrual status.
Loans designated impaired
Impaired loans and the associated allowance for loan losses is presented in the following table ($ in thousands).
December 31,
2018

Principal
Recorded investment(4)
Impaired loans without allowance
Impaired loans with allowance
Allowance for loan losses, impaired loans

$

December 31,
2017

3,300 $
3,388
3,388
—
—

7,834
8,585
8,585
—
—

Number of Loans
1
3
(4) Recorded investment is the sum of principal, advances, and interest accrued for financial reporting
purposes.
Impaired loans had the average balances and interest income recognized and received in cash as presented in the
following table as of and for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017 ($ in thousands).

December 31,
2018

Average recorded investment
Interest income recognized
Interest income received in cash

$

December 31,
2017

5,987 $
257
210

4,410
607
344

Allowance for loan losses
At December 31, 2018 and 2017, the partnership had no allowance for loan losses as all loans had protective equity
such that at December 31, 2018, and December 31, 2017, collection was deemed probable for amounts owing.
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Modifications, workout agreements and troubled debt restructurings
At December 31, 2018 and 2017, the partnership had no modifications, workout agreements, or troubled debt
restructurings in effect.
NOTE 5 – REAL ESTATE OWNED (REO)
REO transactions and activity are presented in the following table ($ in thousands).
2018

Balance, beginning of period
Sales
Improvements/betterments
Change in valuation reserve
Other
Balance, end of period

$

$

2017

7,014 $
(3,207 )
—
345
1
4,153 $

19,782
(13,066 )
253
45
—
7,014

The following sales closed during 2018:



Sold 6 of 6 units remaining at the beginning of the period, in a condominium complex in Los Angeles
County with a gain of approximately $113,000.
Sold a commercial office property in Contra Costa County at approximately its carrying value after
taking into account a previously recorded valuation reserve.

The following sales closed during 2017.


Sold 36 of 42 units remaining at the beginning of the period, in a condominium complex in Los Angeles
County with a gain of approximately $595,000



Sold 5 of 8 units remaining at the beginning of the period, in a condominium complex in San Francisco
County with a gain of approximately $643,000.



Sold 3 commercial units and a parking lot in Ventura County for a gain of approximately $71,000 after
taking into account a portion of a previously recorded valuation reserve.

The partnership held the following four properties at December 31, 2018:


In San Francisco County, 3 residential units in a condominium complex



In Fresno County, a partially completed home subdivision



In Marin County, approximately 13 acres zoned for residential development



In Stanislaus County, approximately 14 acres zoned commercial

REO, net is comprised of the following components for the years ended December 31, 2018 and 2017.
2018

Holding costs, net of other income
Gains/(losses) on sales
Valuation adjustment
Rental operations, net
REO, net

(169 )
113
345
—
289

2017

(44 )
1,411
(200 )
(576 )
591

Rental operations were substantially wound down, and all residential rental units had been made vacant for sale at
December 31, 2017. As such, there were no rental operations in 2018. The table below details rental activity for the
year ended December 31, 2017 ($ in thousands).
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2017

Rental income
Operating expenses, rentals
Administration and payroll
Homeowner association fees
Professional services
Utilities and maintenance
Advertising and promotions
Property taxes
Other
Total operating expenses, rentals
Net operating income (loss)
Receiver fees
Rental operations, net

$

315

$

91
115
25
472
1
110
74
888
(573 )
3
(576 )

NOTE 6 – FAIR VALUE
Loans
The partnership does not record its performing loans at fair value on a recurring basis as it is the intention of the
partnership to hold loans until maturity. In 2018, certain performing loans were sold, at an immaterial gain (net of
expenses), in the same reporting period as when they would have been classified as held-for-sale. Therefore the
recorded amount of the preforming loan (i.e. the loan balance) is deemed to approximate fair value as is the loan
balance of loans designated impaired for which a specific reserve has not been recorded (i.e. the loan is well
collateralized such that collection of the amount owed is assured, including foregone interest, if any).
Loans designated impaired (i.e. that are collateral dependent) are measured at fair value on a non-recurring basis
when the net realizable value of the real property collateral is determined to be less than the loan balance. No
impaired loans were measured at fair value on a non-recurring basis at and for the periods ended December 31, 2018
or 2017.
REO
The partnership does not record REO at fair value on a recurring basis. The following assets and liabilities would be
measured at fair value on a non-recurring basis.


REO acquired through foreclosure during the year.



REO for which a valuation reserve or valuation reserve adjustment has been recorded.

The valuation reserve on REO decreased at year end 2018, due to the recovery in market values of two properties of
$463,000 offset by a $118,000 increase in the reserves of two properties. The recovery amounts did not exceed the
net amount of the loans at time of foreclosure. No other assets or liabilities were measured at fair value on a nonrecurring basis at and for the periods ended December 31, 2018, and December 31, 2017.
The following methods and assumptions are used when estimating fair value.
Secured loans, performing (i.e. not designated as impaired) (Level 2) - Each loan is reviewed quarterly for its
delinquency, LTV adjusted for the most recent valuation of the underlying collateral, remaining term to maturity,
borrower’s payment history and other factors. The fair value of loan balances secured by deeds of trust is deemed to
approximate the recorded amount (per the financial statements) as our loans:


are of shorter terms at origination than commercial real estate loans by institutional lenders;
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are written without a prepayment penalty causing uncertainty/a lack of predictability as to the expected
duration of the loan; and
have limited marketability and are not yet sellable into an established secondary market.

Secured loans, designated impaired (Level 2) - Secured loans designated impaired are deemed collateral dependent,
and the fair value of the loan is the lesser of the fair value of the collateral or the enforceable amount owing under
the note. The fair value of the collateral is determined by exercise of judgment based on management’s experience
informed by appraisals (by licensed appraisers), brokers’ opinion of values and publicly available information on inmarket transactions (Level 2 inputs).
The following methods and assumptions are used to determine the fair value of the collateral securing a loan.
Single family – Management’s preferred method for determining the fair market value of its single-family residential
assets is the sale comparison method. Management primarily obtains sale comps via its subscription to the
RealQuest service, but also uses free online services such as Zillow.com and other available resources to supplement
this data. Sale comps are reviewed for similarity to the subject property, examining features such as proximity to
subject, number of bedrooms and bathrooms, square footage, sale date, condition and year built.
If applicable sale comps are not available or deemed unreliable, management will seek additional information in the
form of brokers’ opinions of value or appraisals.
Multi-family residential – Management’s preferred method for determining the aggregate retail value of its
multifamily units is the sale comparison method. Sale comps are reviewed for similarity to the subject property,
examining features such as proximity to subject, rental income, number of units, composition of units by the number
of bedrooms and bathrooms, square footage, condition, amenities and year built.
Management’s secondary method for valuing its multifamily assets as income-producing rental operations is the
direct capitalization method. In order to determine market cap rates for properties of the same class and location as
the subject, management refers to published data from reliable third-party sources such as the CBRE Cap Rate
Survey. Management applies the appropriate cap rate to the subject’s most recent available annual net operating
income to determine the property’s value as an income-producing project. When adequate sale comps are not
available or reliable net operating income information is not available or the project is under development or is
under-performing to market, management will seek additional information and analysis to determine the cost to
improve and the intrinsic fair value and/or management will seek additional information in the form of brokers’
opinion of value or appraisals.
Commercial buildings – Where commercial rental income information is available, management’s preferred method
for determining the fair value of its commercial real estate assets is the direct capitalization method. In order to
determine market cap rates for properties of the same class and location as the subject, management refers to
reputable third-party sources such as the CBRE Cap Rate Survey. Management then applies the appropriate cap rate
to the subject’s most recent available annual net operating income to determine the property’s value as an incomeproducing commercial rental project. When adequate sale comps are not available or reliable net operating income
information is not available or the project is under development or is under-performing to market, management will
seek additional information and analysis to determine the cost to improve and the intrinsic fair value and/or
management will seek additional information in the form of brokers’ opinion of value or appraisals.
Management supplements the direct capitalization method with additional information in the form of a sale
comparison analysis (where adequate sale comps are available), brokers’ opinion of value, or appraisal.
Commercial land – Commercial land has many variations/uses, thus requiring management to employ a variety of
methods depending upon the unique characteristics of the subject land. Management may rely on information in the
form of a sale comparison analysis (where adequate sale comps are available), brokers’ opinion of value, or
appraisal.
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NOTE 7 – COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES, OTHER THAN LOAN COMMITMENTS
Commitments
The partnership’s only commitment is to fund scheduled capital account withdrawal requests at December 31, 2018
as presented in the following table ($ in thousands).

2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
Thereafter
Total

$

$

21,326
11,585
8,049
4,978
1,999
155
48,092

Future recovery under an agreement with a borrower
Pursuant to the terms of an October 21, 2011 workout agreement dated October 21, 2011, between RMI VIII and a
borrower in default on certain loans secured by various California properties, RMI VIII obtained by assignment
from the developer of those properties a non-voting economic interest in the developer’s LLC membership interest
in a joint venture, in an amount equal to 25% of all distributions of profit and return of invested capital attributable
to that LLC membership interest, but excluding management and development fees, payable to the developer from
certain other subsequent joint ventures from which the developer receives a share of the proceeds upon sale of the to
be developed properties. In August of 2018, control and ownership of a property in a joint venture subject to the
agreement transferred to the majority member in the joint venture at a profit. The amount of the profit is being
determined by the members and is not distributable until the remaining property/asset is liquidated by the venture.
However, as of the date of the financial statements, the determination of the amount of the profit, and the amount to
be distributed to the developer, to which RMI VIII would have a claim of 25%, has not been completed and/or
agreed upon by the members of the joint venture. The members have the option to retain the amounts – and to not
distribute – if they elect to proceed with the development of the remaining property held by the joint venture. In
2016, RMI VIII received approximately $3.5 million from completed projects subject to the workout agreement and
assignment of economic interest. It is expected that the proceeds from the current joint venture, if distributed and not
held pending development of the remaining project, would be substantially less than the 2016 amount. Due to the
uncertainty as to the amount and timing of the distribution, if any, no recognition was recorded in the financial
statements as of December 31, 2018 for the future recovery of amounts.
Legal proceedings
In the normal course of its business, the partnership may become involved in legal proceedings (such as assignment
of rents, bankruptcy proceedings, appointment of receivers, unlawful detainers, judicial foreclosure, etc.) to collect
the debt owed under the promissory notes, to enforce the provisions of the deeds of trust, to protect its interest in the
real property subject to the deeds of trust and to resolve disputes with borrowers, lenders, lien holders and
mechanics. None of these actions, in and of themselves, typically would be of any material financial impact to the
net income or balance sheet of the partnership. As of the date hereof, the partnership is not involved in any legal
proceedings other than those that would be considered part of the normal course of business.
See Note 4 (Loans) for a discussion on the partnership’s loan commitments.
NOTE 8 – SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
None, other than the loan transactions described in Note 4 – Loans to the financial statements of this report.
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Item 9 – Changes in and Disagreements with Accountants on Accounting and Financial Disclosure
None.
Item 9A – Controls and Procedures
Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
The partnership is externally managed by RMC, a general partner. As the manager, RMC is solely responsible for
managing the business and affairs of the partnership, subject to the voting rights of the members on specified
matters. RMC acting alone has the power and authority to act for and bind the partnership. RMC provides the
personnel and services necessary for us to conduct our business, as we have no employees of our own.
California limited partnerships generally do not have a board of directors, nor, therefore, do we have an audit
committee of the board of directors. Thus, there is not conventional independent oversight of the partnership’s
financial reporting process. RMC, however, provides the equivalent functions of a board of directors and of an audit
committee for, among other things, the following purposes:


appointment, compensation, review and oversight of the work of the independent public accountants;
and



establishing and maintaining internal controls over financial reporting.

RMC, as the manager, carried out an evaluation, with the participation of RMCs President (acting as principal
executive officer/principal financial officer) of the effectiveness of the design and operation of the manager's
controls and procedures over financial reporting and disclosure (as defined in Rule 13a-15 of the Exchange Act) for
and as of the end of the period covered by this report. Based upon that evaluation, RMC's principal executive
officer/principal financial officer concluded that the manager's disclosure controls and procedures were effective.
Changes to Internal Control Over Financial Reporting
There have not been any changes in internal control over financial reporting (as such term is defined in Rules 13a15(f) under the Exchange Act) that have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, the
manager’s or partnership’s internal control over financial reporting.
Manager’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting
RMC, as the manager, is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial
reporting; as such term is defined in the Exchange Act Rule 13a-15(f). The internal control over financial reporting
is designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United
States of America.
RMC, with the participation of RMC's principal executive officer/principal financial officer, conducted an
evaluation of the effectiveness of the manager's internal control over financial reporting based on the Internal
Control - Integrated Framework (1992 Framework) issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission. Based on the results of this evaluation, management concluded that its internal control over
financial reporting was effective as of December 31, 2018.
Item 9B – Other Information
None.
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Part III
Item 10 – Directors, Executive Officers and Corporate Governance
The partnership is externally managed by Redwood Mortgage Corp., a general partner, (or RMC or the manager).
The manager is solely responsible for managing the business and affairs of the partnership, subject to the voting
rights of the partners on specified matters. The manager acting alone has the power and authority to act for and bind
the partnership. RMC provides the personnel and services necessary to conduct our business as we have no
employees of our own.
The mortgage loans the partnership funds and/or invests in are arranged and generally are serviced by RMC. The
general partner is required to contribute to capital one tenth of one percent (0.1%) of the aggregate capital accounts
of the members.
Limited partners representing a majority of the outstanding units may, without the consent of the general partners,
vote to:





dissolve the partnership;
amend the partnership agreement subject to certain limitations;
approve or disapprove the sale of all or substantially all of the assets of the partnership; and
remove or replace one or all of the general partners.

A majority in interest of partnership units is required to elect a new general partner to continue the partnership
business after a general partner ceases to be a general partner due to its withdrawal.
The Manager
Redwood Mortgage Corp. Redwood Mortgage Corp., a general partner, is a licensed real estate broker
incorporated in 1978 under the laws of the State of California, and is engaged primarily in the business of arranging
and servicing mortgage loans. Redwood Mortgage Corp. will act as the loan broker and servicing agent in
connection with loans, as it has done on behalf of several other affiliate of mortgage funds formed by the general
partners.
Officers and Directors
Michael R. Burwell. Michael R. Burwell, a general partner, age 62, President, Secretary/Treasurer and,
Director, of Redwood Mortgage Corp. (1979-present); Director, Secretary and Treasurer A & B Financial Services,
Inc. (1980-2009); President, Director, Chief Financial Officer and Secretary of Gymno Corporation (1986September 2011) and, the manager of Gymno LLC, the entity into which Gymno Corporation was converted
(September 2011- June 30, 2015); President, Director, Secretary and Treasurer of The Redwood Group, Ltd. (1979September 2011); past member of Board of Trustees and Treasurer, Mortgage Brokers Institute (1984-1986). Mr.
Burwell is licensed as a real estate sales person. Mr. Burwell was a general partner of each of the RMI, RMI II, RMI
III, RMI IV, RMI V, RMI VI and RMI VII limited partnerships. Mr. Burwell is a general partner of the RMI VIII
limited partnerships. Mr. Burwell attended the University of California, at Davis from 1975-1979, playing NCAA
soccer for three seasons.
Lorene A. Randich. Lorene A. Randich, age 61, Executive Vice President of Lending Operations joined
Redwood Mortgage Corp. in 1991, and has served as a Director since November 2011. Ms. Randich has held the
real estate broker’s license of record for Redwood Mortgage Corp. since November 2011. Ms. Randich has been a
licensed real estate broker since 1996. She is a member of the National Association of Realtors, the California
Mortgage Bankers Association, the California Association of Mortgage Professionals (Board Member–San
Francisco/Peninsula Chapter) and the California Mortgage Association (Board Member and Education Committee
Chairperson). Ms. Randich received a BA from UC Berkeley in 1980.
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Thomas R. Burwell. Thomas R. Burwell, age 51, joined Redwood Mortgage Corp. in 2007 and has served as
Marketing and Sales Director since 2012; Loan Officer-Builder Division Wells Fargo Bank, N.A (Westwood, CA
2005-2007); Loan Officer, Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. (Beverly Hills 2004-2005); Loan Officer Wells Fargo Bank,
N.A. (New York, NY 2002-2004). Mr. Burwell is a member of the Financial Planning Association, San Francisco,
CA. Mr. Burwell received a BA from the University of California at Davis in 1990. Mr. Burwell is a former ATP
(Association of Tennis Professionals) world tour professional and was a NCAA Team and Individual Finalist, Team
Captain, (Three-time) All-American, #1 Singles and #1 Doubles Player for University of California at
Davis. Thomas R. Burwell is the brother of Michael R. Burwell.
Financial Oversight by Manager
The partnership does not have a board of directors or an audit committee. Accordingly, the manager serves the
equivalent function of an audit committee for, among other things, the following purposes: appointment,
compensation, review and oversight of the work of our independent public accountants, and establishing the
enforcing of the Code of Ethics. However, since the partnership does not have an audit committee and the general
partners are not independent of the partnership, the partnership does not have an “audit committee financial expert.”
Code of Ethics
RMC has adopted a Code of Ethics applicable to the general partners and to any agents, employees or independent
contractors engaged by the general partners to perform the functions of a principal financial officer, principal
accounting officer or controller of the partnership, if any. You may obtain a copy of this Code of Ethics, without
charge, upon request by calling our Investor Services Department at (650) 365-5341, option 5.
Item 11 – Executive Compensation
RMC and Michael Burwell are the general partners of the partnership. The mortgage loans the partnership invests in
are arranged and are generally serviced by RMC. Michael R. Burwell is the president and majority shareholder
(through his holdings and beneficial interests in certain trusts) of RMC.
As indicated above in Item 10, the partnership is externally managed and has no officers or directors. The general
partners are solely responsible for managing the business and affairs of the partnership, subject to the voting rights
of the partners on specified matters.
The partnership does not pay any compensation to the officers and directors of RMC for the services they provide to
our manager, except for ¼ (25%) of the Asset Management Fee paid directly to Michael Burwell.
Compensation of the General Partners
The partnership’s partnership agreement permits certain fees and cost reimbursements to be paid to the general
partners. See Note 3 (General Partners and Other Related Parties) to the financial statements included in Part II, Item
8 of this report for a presentation of fees and cost reimbursements to the general partners, which presentation is
incorporated herein by reference.
In addition to the fees and reimbursements paid by the partnership, RMC receives compensation directly from
borrowers, including brokerage commissions on loan originations. In 2018 RMC received brokerage commissions of
$754,000 related to loan originations made by the partnership.
Item 12 – Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management, and Related Stockholder
Matters
The general partners are allocated one percent (1%) of income and losses. At December 31, 2018, the general
partners had a capital deficit of approximately $734,000. RMC also owns limited partnership units of RMI VIII. At
December 31, 2018, RMC’s limited partner capital account was approximately $28,000 (0.01%). No person or
entity owns beneficially more than five percent (5%) of the limited partnership units.
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Item 13 – Certain Relationships and Related Transactions, and Director Independence
See Note 1 (Organization and General) and Note 3 (General Partners and Other Related Parties) to the Financial
Statements in Part II item 8, which describes certain relationships and related transactions and related party fees.
The partnership is managed externally and does not have the equivalent of independent directors.
Item 14 – Principal Accountant Fees and Services
Fees for services performed for the partnership by the principal accountant for 2018 and 2017 are as follows:
Audit Fees. The aggregate fees for 2018 and 2017 for professional services rendered for the audit of the
partnership’s annual financial statements included in the partnership’s Annual Report on Form 10-K, review of
financial statements included in the partnership’s Quarterly Reports on Form 10-Q and for services provided in
connection with regulatory filings were approximately $179,300 and $229,900, respectively.
Audit Related Fees. There were no fees for 2018 and 2017 for audit-related services.
Tax fees. There were no fees during 2018 and 2017 for tax related services.
All Other Fees. There were no other fees for 2018 and 2017.
All audit and non-audit services are approved by the general partners prior to the accountant being engaged by the
partnership.
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Part IV
Item 15 – Exhibits and Financial Statement Schedules
A.

Documents filed as part of this report are incorporated:
1.

In Part II, Item 8 under A – Consolidated Financial Statements.

2.

None.

3.

Exhibits.

Exhibit No.

Description of Exhibits

3.1

Limited Partnership Agreement*

3.2

Form of Certificate of Limited Partnership Interest*

3.3

Certificate of Limited Partnership*

10.1

Servicing Agreement*

10.2

Form of Note secured by Deed of Trust*

10.3

Deed of Trust, Assignment of Leases and Rents, Security Agreement and Fixture Filing*

10.4

Promissory Note for Formation Loan*

31.1

Certification of General Partner pursuant to Section 302 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

32.1

Certification of General Partner pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

99.1

Report by Redwood Mortgage Corp. of the estimated fair value at December 31, 2018 of a unit of
Redwood Mortgage Investors VIII, a California Limited Partnership

101.INS

XBRL Instance Document

101.SCH XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document
101.CAL XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document
101.DEF

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document

101.LAB XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document
101.PRE
*

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document

Incorporated by reference to the item under the corresponding exhibit number in the registrant’s annual report on Form 10-K
for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2015 (File no. 000-27816).

Item 16- Form 10-K Summary
None.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15 (d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 the registrant has duly
caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereto duly authorized on the 1 st day of April, 2019.
REDWOOD MORTGAGE INVESTORS VIII,
a California Limited Partnership
(Registrant)
Date: April 1, 2019

By: Redwood Mortgage Corp., a General Partner
By:
/s/ Michael R. Burwell
Name: Michael R. Burwell
Title: President, Secretary and Treasurer

Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the
following persons on behalf of the registrant and in the capacity indicated on the 1st day of April, 2019.
Signature

/s/ Michael R. Burwell
Michael R. Burwell

Title

President, Secretary/Treasurer
Redwood Mortgage Corp.
(Principal Executive, Financial, and
Accounting Officer);
Director of Redwood Mortgage Corp.

/s/ Lorene A. Randich
Lorene A Randich

Director of Redwood Mortgage Corp.

/s/ Thomas R. Burwell
Thomas R. Burwell

Director of Redwood Mortgage Corp.
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